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PBIPACB 
This thesis examines from a manufacturing manager's 
perspective the main issues affecting the position of 
manufacturing as an active contributor to the competitive 
posture of the organization. To be compatible with the 
nature of today's manufacturing management functions the 
subject is treated globally. 
This thesis has three objectives: 1) to assess the current 
manufacturing environment with respect to the competitive 
matters affecting the U.S.A.; 2) to survey the most recent 
literature of the most distinguished scholars and 
practitioners on the subject; and 3) to investigate potential 
Ph.D. dissertation topics. 
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PITBIQ'l' 
Many manufacturing managers have failed to recognize and 
understand the complexities of today's business environment. 
Using the tools that worked well in the past, they have 
attacked the American manufacturing competitiveness problem 
by investing in new manufacturing technology which possesses 
potential solutions but has provided little relief. 
This thesis deals with two questions: Why has manufacturing 
failed to solve its problems, and what can be done about 
these problems? The findings of this thesis come from a 
survey of the primary research of distinguished scholars 
and practitioners on the topic. It draws conclusions from 
many separate studies considering multiple questions and 
issues affecting manufacturing. 
The main obstacles to effective and efficient manufacturing 
result from the lack of strategic planning abilities of 
managers, the short-term decision and investment framework 
and reward systems of top managers, which are incongruous 
with long-term business objectives, and an obsession with 
the optimization of the benefits derived from economies of 
scale. 
To improve manufacturing competitiveness, managers are 
prompted to be leaders of change, thinking strategically 
1 
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about unutacturing, taking into conaideration the true 
scope which includes suppliers, design, production, 
distribution, and customers. 
The decrease in American industry's competitiveness will 
continue until the leaders of manufacturing understand the 
complexities of today's business environment, and make their 
decisions recognizing the impact on the business system as a 
whole. This requires focusing on the strategic use of 
manufacturing resources: human, technological, financial, 
material, and information. The utilization of the strategic 
tools offered in this thesis can guide manufacturing 
managers toward gaining a competitive advantage with their 
resources. 
This research deals with manufacturing problems and what to 
do about them. Further research is needed on how to employ 
the findings of this research effectively. 
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Proper management of manufacturing technology and modern 
production approaches, when applied effectively, can present 
a breakthrough to American factory problems. The American 
industrial position confronts severe and complex barriers 
that cannot be overcome unless the roots of these obstacles 
are cured. It requires actions to change facilities, update 
processing technologies, clarify labor roles, and innovate 
and perfect information and management systema.(45, 66] 
Before discussing recent conditions requiring the 
consideration of many variables to make the right decision, I 
will examine American business today with respect to the 
most important events of this age, which are the American 
business position in the changed world economy, the 
transition from an industrial to an information society, and 
the present entrepreneurial movement. 
2,1,1 AMBRICAN BCQNQMIC POSITION 
2.1.1,1 THE CHANGES 
According to P. Drucker, three fundamental changes have 
upset the world and us economy. [20, 21] First, the 
primary-product aconoay haa been disconnected fro• the 
3 
induatrial eoonoay. Thi• change i• illu•trated by th• 
decreased daaand for raw material which in 1986 reached the 
lowest price level in real terms since the Great Depression. 
Second, in the industrial sector, production has become 
disjointed from employment. He bases these statements on the 
fact that while manufacturing production in developed 
countries has increased, the employment o! blue-collar 
employees has decreased. In the United States, in 1979, the 
number of production workers was 14,044, ooo with 80. 8 I 
output per hour (1977•100), and by May 1986 the number of 
blue-collar employees had been reduced to 12,996,000 with an 
output per hour of 121.a. Third, the flow of capital now 
controls the world economy instead of trade in goods and 
services, and its relationship has become complex and 
difficult to predict. 
The recent plunge of 508 points of the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average on October 19, 1987 has created great uncertainties 
in the whole world. The fall of the U.S. dollar in foreign 
markets has complicated the matter even further. These and 
other events have called for the leaders of this nation to 
take rapid and serious actions, such as the reduction of the 
budget deficit and the regulation of the trade imbalance. 
But, "America's competitiveness is declining-largely because 
of the performance of U.S. managers-and it is up to thaJD to 
respond to the challenge. While the government shares part 
of the bla•e, governaent-led remedies-particularly a 
4 
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national aconoaio at·rategy-are not aolu~i~n• to the 
probl ... "(72, 8] All of these epia~es affect the manner of 
'· 
conducting business and have direct implications in the 
industrial sector of our economy. Mr. Drucker concludes the 
discussion ot this subject by saying: 
"From now on any country-but also any business, 
especially a large one-that wants to do well 
economically will have to accept that it is the 
world economy that leads and that domestic economic 
policies will succeed only if they strengthen, or 
at least not impair, the country's international 
competitive position."[22, 49] 
2,1,1,2 THB GLOBAL ECONOMY 
These three major changes suggest that the heads of our 
business and manufacturing sectors should consider that 
there has been a shift from a national to a global economy, 
and that to survive, drastic changes in the decision making 
process have to occur. 
According to N. McGaughey, (61, 30] the globalization of 
businesses has been driven by forces such as: 
1. Maturation of domestic markets and products; 
2. Over-capacity as the consequence of market 
saturation; 
3. The relentless pressure of rising cost; 
4. Competition from hungry, aggressive, low-priced 
foreign firms; 
5. Markets emerging abroad as significant 
opportunities; 
6. Technological innovations for both products and 
processes creat•d offshore; 
7. customers responding very favorably to foreign 
competitors' products and prices; and 
8. Resources and raw aaterials available offshore 
at lower prices. 
5 
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' It will be difficult to picture any fira, larv• or mll, 
traditional or 811erging, aurviving and proaparing ten year• 
in the future if it totally excludes itself, today, from 
the effects of these atructural economic changea.[60, 269] 
"Though today's economy is increasingly global, 
markets are not standardized, but increasingly 
specialized and fragmented. Product life cycles 
are aborter, and product changes more frequent. 
Global competitors have relatively free access to 
markets around the world-so domestic markets on 
virtually every continent are increasingly held to 
global standards for quality, cost, product design, 
and competitive production technology." [51, 22] 
2,1,1,3 THI QSA AHi> THI WORLD BCQNQMY 
At this point the question of where the American industrial 
economy stands in this global economy requires some 
attention. Appendix A furnishes facts and details on the 
past and current economic indicators of the U.S.A. In 
addition, the creation of new jobs in the American economy 
has been tremendous, about 13 million or 250,000 jobs per 
month of which more than 501 pay over $10 an hour.[74, 53] 
The Secretary of Labor w. Brock is optimistic that the U.S. 
economy will continue this trend, and he has said: 
"o ••. we have such an incredible entrepreneurial 
instinct in the U.S. that we continue to form new 
businesses at the rate of more than 50, ooo a 
month ••• one-half of all the jobs created in the 
U.S. in the last 10 years were in firms less than 
four years old."[74, 64] 
But, despite the greater number of jobs created in the 
American economy, the productivity growth of this country 
remains behind other developed countries such as Japan, 
Prance, Italy, w. Germany, o.x., and Canada. Figure 1 of 
6 
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Appendix A ahow• a compariaon between the productivity of 
the U. S • and the countriea aentioned above. Japan lead• 
with average productivity growth of 5.91 in contraat to 
the United State• with 1.71. Throughout th• 50'• and 60'• 
American business leaders were exalted for their 
entrepreneurial spirit, their attention to profit, and the 
swift respori'se to change in the environment. But today, 
observers contend that corporate executives have lost the 
desire and the ability to produce competitive products. 
(109, 98) 
It is safe to state that the U.S. lost ground with respect 
to other developed nations, and that this decline started in 
the mid 60 's. In 1960 U. s. output per hour was 62. 2 
(1977=100) compared to Japan with 23.2; by 1985 the Japanese 
reached a level of 159.9 units per hour contrasted to 121.8 
in this country. American manufacturing dominance of global 
market shares has declined from 25% in the 1960's to 20% in 
1985. This dominance is still being challenged by the 
growth rate of Third World nations that have developed 
manufacturing power and have entered the global economy 
strongly. These newcomers have utilized the same 
technological changes in communications and transportation 
that helped u. s. economic growth over the last four 
decades.[109, 98] 
These 
change 
,f•' I'• 
technological advances have contributed to the rapid 
of global aconoay characterized by: shifting 
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atrate9ic and co1111ercial advanta9ea, incruain9 
international integration, and th• ... rvence of new econoaic 
power center•. [ 1, 3 a] There i• alao evidence ot leap-
tr099in9, where •ou new induatrialized countrie• acquire 
highly aophiaticated technological capabilitiea fro• 
developed countriea.[l, 42] For example, Brazil, South 
Korea, and Singapore grew at a rate of 8. 61 (1985), 7. 521 
(1976-1985), and 7.51 (1982-84) respectively. Economists 
estimate an annual growth rate for the Far Eaat of 81 to 
101, South Asia 61 to 81, Latin American 51 to 61, East Bloc 
41 to 51, North America 31 to 41, and Western Europe 21 to 
31. 
What does all the above mean for the American industrial 
sector? Retaining or restoring competitiveness in these 
rapidly evolving global markets requires business systems 
that can respond quickly and effectively to changes.[l, 44] 
Corporate managers must realize that they operate in 
markets characterized by shifting competitive and 
technological advantages and that ignoring this will bring 
catastrophic consequences.[l, 44] The encouragement and 
rewarding of innovation and entrepreneurship must be present 
in social and corporate systems. Clearly, the traditional 
aim, to become efficient only, does not provide any relief to 
the American industrial economy. The new aim, affactivenaaa 
in term of global competitiveness, plays a vital role in the 
future of the 1UU1ufacturing sector, which in turn i• critical 
to the lrerican aconoay • 
• 
;•: 
Recently, the crucial importance ot manutacturing to our 
economy has bean questioned because service industry growth 
ha• bypassed manufacturing sector growth. The question, 
"Does manufacturing still matter?" [18, 8] has been debated 
in the United States, and its answer affects both public 
policy and corporate strategy. c:Recently, s. Cohen and J. 
Zysman warned of the consequences of emerging into a total 
service economy and offshoring all manufacturing jobs. Thay 
believe that losing control of manufacturing will affect the 
service sector because the two are direct linked. For 
example, jobs related to product and process innovations 
will be offshored too. As mentioned by J. Meredith: 
"The future of the firm lies in being close to 
customers with responsive, efficient technologies. 
By sending manufacturing overseas, a firm is 
dooming itself to failure in the future. Firms 
that do not appreciate their manufacturing 
operations will lose them and without 
manufacturing, it is now clear, very few firms can 
survive."(65, 39-40]. 
As stated previously, and indicated in Appendix A, blue-
collar employment is declining while manufacturing outputs 
are increasing. This means that direct labor is less and 
less important to manufacturing, and going overseas for 
inexpensive labor is not a long-term solution. Using labor 
costs as a weapon against national producers will vanish aa 
soon as labor costs become insignificant at home. Producing 
overseas will present the disadvantages of high cost of 
distribution, time delay, and most importantly, lack of a 
g 
alo•• relationahip between aanutacturer and cuatoaer, which 
i• a characteristic of the markets of the future. (65, 37) 
Technology may contribute to the reduction of the role of 
labor cost in manufacturing. 
"A strategy of trying to hold onto the high-value-
added activities while subcontracting production to 
foreign producers who have a manufacturing edge 
defines the fast track to disaster. over time 
American firms will not be able to control what 
they cannot produce. The only viable strategy for 
American firms is to combine advanced technology 
with high-skilled labor and innovative management 
to create high-wage, high-productivity, flexible 
production capabilities."(15, 23] 
Information technology and systems already have contributed 
strategic advantages to many companies, allowing them to 
maintain or obtain competitive advantage. (111, 19] Can the 
American manufacturing sector adopt this strategy? There is 
no doubt that the manufacturing technology available today 
offers the innovation necessary to compete globally, but, the 
management of this technology and the prerequisites for this 
transition present certain difficulties which arise because 
the development in information technology has changed the 
business environment significantly. The forecasted features, 
such as cost and capabilities, will make technology both more 
economically and technically attractive now and in the next 
decade. [111, 19] This brings up the necessity of briefly 
discussing the event that has put manufacturing technology in 
this position and some of its implications. 
10 
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Th• ccmputar revolution, baaed on technological developaent• 
that atarted a few decades ago, has transformed the u. s. 
into an information driven society. In the business 
environment, this revolution demands a new courae of action 
in order to take advantage of the altered supplier-customer 
relationships, the changed distribution channels, the 
decreased product life cycle, and the developed production 
economies.(111, 19] 
The fundamental principles of managing manufacturing require 
drastic changes. The next few decades present the most 
demanding and exciting times for manufacturing executives. 
In managing information technology, the firms with foresight 
in planning today's equipment investments will emerge aa 
the competitive winners of the 90s. [23, 47] Broadly 
speaking, manufacturing will move from physically dependant 
activities to more intellectually dependent ones. [72, 31] 
Consequently, as stated earlier and shown in Appendix A, the 
direct labor work force will be reduced to a minimum, what 
Mr. Drucker calls the "de-industrialization" of the 
manufacturing labor force.(22, 30] 
Even though the "de-industralization" phenomenon will occur, 
the new business environment requires the development of 
human resources in order to provide a competitive edge to 
the enterprise. L. Horner, Chairman and Chief Executive, 
Peat Karwick Hain & co. stated the following: 
11 
•Productivity i• one of the biggeat econoaic and political chall•nCJ•• before ua. Th• ba•i• of 
coapetition ha• •hifted fro• the natural ra•ourc•• to the hUllan resources a country can off er. " ( 7 4 , 65] 
However, the recruitment of talented human raaourcaa will be 
difficult because of competition between corporations and a 
human resource shortage forecasted to begin in 1990. The 
organization that creates the healthiest working environment 
for personal growth will attract and retain better human 
resources.(73, 46] 
Another important characteristic of this information age is 
the shift from making decisions with short-term impact to 
making decisions with long-term impact. As J. Naisbitt put 
it, "long-range plans must replace short-term profit or 
decline will be steeper still".(72, 85] Long-range planning 
has reinforced the importance of the role that intuition and 
vision play in business decision making. Although intuition 
and vision draw upon the knowledge and understanding of 
today's business era, most of the present manufacturing 
managers lack these skills and do not trust those managers 
that rely upon them. 
Managers need to be educated and retrained on the 
basis of this new industrial environment in order to be 
successful in manufacturing. This need is reinforced even 
more by the fact that today's business calls for managers to 
work in a decentralized atmosphere and with an 
entrepreneurial spirit. Entrepreneurship 
significant role in this economy. 
12 
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What does entrepreneurial spirit mean? Simply, that thoae 
organizations looking at changes as an opportunity will 
batter be able to benefit in the long run than those that do 
not; those risk taking organizations will be the winners in 
this economy. Mr. Drucker maintains: 
"What we need is an entrepreneurial society in 
which innovations and entrepreneurship are 
normal, steady and continuous. This requires of 
executives in all institutions that they make 
innovations and entrepreneurship a normal, ongoing, 
everyday activity, a practice in their own work and 
in that of their organization."[21, 255] 
Today, manufacturing is the most appropriate environment in 
which to apply entrepreneurial principles. The available 
manufacturing innovations have already brought radical 
modifications to traditional systems. Organizations have to 
constantly explore the opportunities that advanced 
technologies offer in order to stay in business in the long 
run. The life cycle of these technological innovations can 
be used as forecasting tools for product or process growth 
and their limitations. The recognition of the limits of 
advanced technologies helps corporations to reach strategic 
decisions in their businesses. Figure 12 of Appendix A 
presents the typical lite cycle of technological 
innovations. As stated by experts: 
"Technology is, quite simply, know how. Thia know--
how results in manufacturing process or product, or 
service that--if recognized as a resource--can be 
•anaged. When properly aanaged, technology 
13 
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. .· . 1•• and, aoat t~l••, can be levera9ed to 
a_ w• a auatainable, cmq,etitiv• advanta9e in the 
aarJcetplace.•[43, 531] 
Managing technology ha• gained JNch attention in the beat 
aanaged corporati.on• mainly becauae they have viewed 
technology •• an ••••t. Undoub~edly, ••all or lar9e 
organization• can benefit fro• new technologiea, ••p•cially 
new manufacturing technology, with the proper managerial 
skills. However, as stated previously, American 
manufacturing faces tough times, and there are observers 
who even question if the decay of this sector of the United 
States economy has a remedy. Others present different 
opinions such as the following: 
"Our conclusion is upbeat in substance, strategic in perspective, though guarded in prognosis. The 
outcome of America's passage through the industrial 
transition need not be exclusively the affair of impersonal and imperturbable technological and 
economic forces. There is room for choice and 
action. That is the good news. It is good because 
at present we are not doing terribly well. The 
competitiveness of U.S. producers has been showing 
signs of serious weakness for quite a few years, 
even discounting the crippling effects of the 
overvalued dollar."[15, 24] 
In the past, especially the 40's, so•s and 60's, the 
industries of this country performed very well in contrast 
with other nations at similar levels, but today thi• 
situation has changed. Traditional acceptable busin••• 
practices have been altered by the world economy in which we 
coapate, the shift from an industrial society to an 
inforaation society, and the tranaforaation fro• a 
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IUUlagerial to an entrepreneurial spirit. Today, 
:fl' " ••• aa aore and •ore traditional and Ulerging 
•anufacturing and ••rvice tins seek buain••• 
aucce•• in the global information economy, the need 
for continued adaptation and readaptation to 
changing opportunities in the external buainass 
environ•ent will in turn result in major 
modifications in the internal structures and 
functions of business units."[60, 114] 
2,4 THI PRQBLBII 
The enormous expenditure for manufacturing equipment and 
technology has furnished little relief to the decline of the 
U.S. manufacturing sector. Since 1980 American companies 
have been investing a great deal of capital in such 
equipment and technology ( for details see Appendix A) ; 
nonetheless, American industries cannot keep pace with 
global competition. The impression that the productivity 
level, the world market share, the profit of corporations, 
and the trade deficit of the United States projects is not a 
healthy one. 
Why has manufacturing technology failed to provide the 
solution to this problem? ·I do not mean to suggest that the 
upgrade of the factory is not imperative, far from that, but 
until top leaders stop making decisions in traditional ways 
these investments will yield aediocre results. The 
technology available to production offers potential answer• 
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to the induatrial quandari••, but it do•• not •olve th .. 
alone. Th• pert oraanc• of Allerican indu•try ha• been 
declining for quite some time because management ha• failed 
to innovate with its companies.[8, 3] Faw obstacles to 
production raaul t from the. lack of innovations on the floor 
only; mostly, they result from poor manufacturing 
management attacking contemporary problems with obsolete 
solutions. The resolution of this dilemma is crucial to 
putting production on the road again. Only then will 
corporations avoid spending the manufacturing budget on 
automating what are essentially the roadblocks of the firm. 
American industries, through manufacturing, have the 
potential to stimulate a growth rate equal to those of other 
developed nations if attention is given to the proper 
issues. These issues include: 
1. Preparing and simplifying the manufacturing floor 
2. Developing manufacturing strategies 
3. Managing manufacturing innovations 
Some organizations have neglected to prepare manufacturing 
adequately for the introduction of advanced manufacturing 
systems. The small number of organizations that have 
prepared manufacturing properly have reached an improvement 
level in the preparation phase greater than the level 
reached in the final phase by organizations with inadequate 
preparation. This preparation phase is a prerequisite to the 
aucceaaful introduction of modern manufacturing ayst8Jl8. 
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The usage ot modern manufacturing technology needs a 
atratagy or purpose to follow. However, in many cases 
organizations have neglected to develop this strategy or 
purpose. Filling the machine shop with state ot the art 
systems without a defined strategy generates only confusion 
on the production floor. Process or product developments 
need to be managed in order to accomplish the objectives 
that generated their acquisition. However, manufacturing 
leadership has ignored the management of these innovations 
and therefore, has failed to acquire 
breakthroughs in the market place. 
strategic 
Summing up, manufacturing decision makers must update their 
basic business concepts in order to alleviate the the 
American industrial situation. The proper usage of advanced 
manufacturing technology requires an efficient and 
operational production environment prior to the technology's 
introduction. Manufacturing strategies that support business 
objectives which employ production as a competitive weapon 
are mandatory. Also, it is imperative to manage 
manufacturing innovations in order to reach these business 
objectives. 
2,4,1 THESIS FRAMEWORK 
This thesis examines the problems that manufacturing faces 
and the conditions in which it operates. It reviews modern 
aanufacturing technologies and investigates their potential 
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to reatore aanutacturing cmapetitivaneaa. 
Thi• thaaia builds on the primary research of wall known 
acholars and practitioners in the field of manufacturing 
strategies, such as J. Goldhar, R. Hayes, J. Meredith, R. 
Schonberger, T. Gunn, and w. Skinner. It presents a review 
of the most notable and key developments in the quest to 
make American manufacturing healthier. 
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3,0 TQDAY•s IIMVIAC'l'VBIIQ QJ1TLQOI 
3,1 INDUSTRIAL IYQLQTIOR 
Manufacturing has evolved and become indispensable tor the 
survival of the business that it supports. The evolution 
of manufacturing, illustrated in Table 1, gives the 
background of today's factory floor. Table 1 also points out 
some of the reasons for the adversities found on the factory 
floor. 
Table 1 
Manufacturing Concepts Evolution 
----------------------------------------------------------1 
9 
4 
0 
Mass production 
Organization of production 
controlling and stabilizing 
Scientific management 
Systematic approach 
Goal: Optimum productivity 
1949-Time Study fully accepted 
Computerless MRP 
EOQ 
PERT and CPM techniques 
Probabilistic statistics 
Learning curve development 
Line of balance technique 
1947-0perations Research 
Equipment and process 
improvement 
1937-Jet plane 
Electro-mechanical 
accounting machines 
1946-lst generation 
computer (ENIAC-
Vacuum tube) 
-----------------------------------------------------------1 
9 
5 
0 
New marketing methods 
Importance: 
Product development 
Product management 
Advertising 
Manufacturing mgrs technical 
and engineering oriented 
Efficiency and productivity 
dominated most decisions 
Work simpliftcation 
Focus: direct labor 
19 
1st commercial com-
puter UNIVAC IBM 650 
1956-Second generation 
computer (transistor) 
1st stage of 
automation: Servo-
controlled feedback 
loops 
Advanced inst~ents 
Transfer aachinaa 
NWDerically controlled 
Work Sampling (Indirect labor) machine• 
Machining center 
Mechanizing repetitive tasks 
with process technologies 
Organized labor growth 
Human raaourca management 
American industry-excellent 
----------~~---~--------~---~~-------------------~---------1 
9 
6 
0 
Modern financial management 
Financial controls: 
Monthly, Quarterly, and 
Annual operating budgets 
Measurement systems controlled 
corporate 
Equipment justification 
difficult 
Financial people in control 
Pressure from employees: 
discontent with low quality 
low productivity 
lack of cooperation 
Large centralized information 
systems 
Management Information Systems 
1961-lat commercial 
industrial robot 
manufactured 
Computerized numerical 
control 
Minicomputer 
1965-Jrd generation 
computer (integrated 
circuits) 
IBM 360 
Computer networks 
CAD/CAM systems 
------------------------------------------------------------1 
9 
7 
0 
Pressure on factory management 
to keep employees motivated 
Labor union demands 
Cost reduction programs Quality conciousness developed 
Managers dominated by engineers 
Problems more complex: 
competitive environment 
product mix, production, 
cost control, inventory, 
scheduling and volume changes 
Manufacturing managers: 
economic, control, and 
work force problems 
Poor communication of priority 
Information resource management 
Decision Support systems 
Long Range Planning 
Decentralization 
4th generation 
computer (large scale 
integration) 
1973-Microprocessors 
Personal computers 
Industrial robot in 
the factory 
------------------------------------------------------------Source: ( 95, 277-3 00] 
In the 1940 's, production management aimed to attain the 
optimum productivity by means of controlling and stabilizing 
the factory :floor. The leaders of this era believed that 
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atandardization and centralisation were the beat aathods of 
production. The manufacturing state of the art methodology 
of this period, mass production, originated some of today's 
production concepts. The scientific management approach 
guided the decision makers in their duties. And today, 
these are the traditional industrial engineering techniques 
used on the factory floor to take advantage of the 
enconomies of scale that mass production offers. 
In the next decade, the 1950s, managers still measured and 
controlled the progress of their operations by emphasizing 
the efficiency and productivity of labor coat. But these 
focuses shifted to consider marketing strategies where new 
product development, product management, and advertising 
were business decision drivers. This epoch saw the start of 
a different manufacturing with the development of the first 
stage of automation that began with the mechanization of 
repetitive tasks by using transfer lines and the 
organization of machines into machining centers. The us 
industry in the late sos reached perhaps one of the greatest 
times in history, concerning its industrial power in 
comparison with other developed countries. It also endured 
some labor force problems that continued throughout the next 
decade and prompted the creation of human resource 
management practices. 
In the 1960s, the development of modern financial management 
tools prompted the industry to focus on financial controls. 
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The corporate otf ice dmnded the attainment of aonthly, 
quarterly, and annual operating budgeta. Manager• with 
strong finance backgrounds controlled the decision making 
process. During the decade, the computer and machinery 
sectors experienced considerable gains in their 
technological development. For example, commercial 
industrial robots, the third generation computer, and 
CAD/CAM systems were available. However, manufacturing 
experienced difficulties justifying these innovations. Also, 
while the confrontations with labor continued, corporate put 
more pressure on the factory management to keep the 
employees content. 
In the 1970s, the American industrial problems were more 
complex. Businesses emerged into a locally and globally 
competitive environment calling for different maneuvers in 
product mix, production changeovers, cost control, and 
inventory control. Although these challenges called for a 
new approach, the leadership, mainly engineers and technical 
personnel, managed with the philosophies and principles of 
the earlier decades. With faith in solving the 
complications, a strong cost reduction campaign was 
launched with positive results, but not curing the root of 
the problem. on the other hand, the explosion of computer 
applications, triggered by the introduction of 
microprocessor technology in 1973, was inaugurated. With 
the assistance of the fourth generation computer a new 
tactic commenced, business decentralization, which attempted 
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to equip llallagera with the reapon••• of th••• 11Ultiplex 
perplexities. 
In the course of these four decades the preoccupation with 
utilizing manufacturing as an efficient cost center rather 
than an effective one dominated the opinion of management. 
Entering the sos, the challenges of the global economy have 
prompted management to reconsider their conceptions. 
3,2 ESTABLISHED MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS 
3,2,1 OBJECTIVE 
The conventional objective of manufacturing is to 
transform raw material into goods with some market value in 
the most efficient and least costly manner. Recently, this 
objective changed somehow to incorporate the importance of 
quality and delivery times, but are not these the replies of 
the stumbling blocks of the past? This purpose ignores the 
current and coming challenges of American business that 
seems to be effectiveness and competitiveness in local and 
global markets. 
3,2,2 MODERN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY 
Modern manufacturing systems have the potential to address 
most ot the traditional manufacturing problems, and restore 
the United states competitive edge in the world. Analysts, 
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reilearcb•r•, and forecaater• have little doubt that tbi• 
will be the case, as coJIIJllunicatad in the new Allerican boom 
forecasts: 
"It will bring long--range improvements in Allerican 
productivity that almoat boggle the imagination. 
Automation will not have dire effects on total 
American employment that pessiaists predict. And it 
will keep the United States competitive with less--
automated overseas firms that enjoy substantial 
advantages in labor costs."(56, 73] 
However, it is of vital importance to clarify that 
automation or modern manufacturing technologies will not 
solve the problem of running a business effectively. 
Manufacturing technological developments represent only a 
set ot tools available to help industrial leaders with their 
problems. They will serve their purpose only with proper 
management, which includes the adequate manufacturing 
preparation before their integration. 
The subsequent section provides a definition and overview 
of modern manufacturing systems with emphasis on their 
'11 
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characteristics. Also, it examines the issues concerning 
the introduction and application of these systems. 
3,2,2,1 DEFINITION, CLASSIFICATION, AND OVERVIBI 
The urgency to modernize the us industry has prompted 
numerous varieties of manufacturing technologies, some of 
which are computer dependent and others, such as group 
technology, which have a different foundation. Many authors 
have investigated and developed theories about the progress 
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of advanced manufacturing ayat••• 1 tor thi• purpoae the 
theori•• of J. Meredith will be reviewed. [67, 49-61], [65, 
27-41], [ 63, 37-46], [ 68, 82-84], and ( 66, 249-258] 
Modern manufacturing systems can be classified according to 
their integration into four different levels: stand-alone, 
cellular grouping, linked islands, and full integration. 
Table 2 shows the four levels and some of the technology 
corresponding to each one. 
Table 2 
Modern Manufacturing Technology Classification 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
STAND-ALONE 
Numerical Control Machine Tools 
Robots 
CELLULAR GROUPING 
Group Technology 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
Computer Aided Engineering 
LINKED ISLANDS 
Material Requirements Planning II 
CAD/CAM 
AS/RS 
GT/CAPP 
FULL INTEGRATION 
Computer Integrated Manufactu-ring 
------------------------------------------------------------Source: (67, 52] 
J. Meredith also categorizes advanced production 
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technol09i•• in terma of their application•: engineerin9, 
aanufaaturing, and buainaaa.[65, 30-32] The engineering 
technique• include: 
1. Coaputer Aided Deaign 
2. Coaputer Aided Engineering 3. Coaputer Aided Procesa Planning 
4. Group Technology 
The manufacturing application• are composed ot: 
1. Numerical control 
2. Computer Aided Manufacturing 
3. Group Technology 
4. Cellular Manufacturing 
5. Robots 
6. Laser, Water Jet, Electro-Discharge Machining 
7. Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
a. Automated storage/Retrieval Systems 
9. Automated Guided Vehicle Systems 
10. Touch Setups 
11. Transfer lines 
And, in business some of the approaches are: 
1. Manufacturing Requirements Planning 
2. Just-in-Time 
3. Kanban 
4. Zero Inventory 
5. Group Technology 
The integration of these three application areas yields the 
maxim~ results to any organization. Figure I shows the 
relationships among the three technologies applications. 
2, 
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l'igure I 
Relationship• Alllonq Th• Thr•• Technoloqi•• 
--------------------------------------------------------------
-----------!External I 
I Databases I 
-----------
• 
• 
• 
• 
------------------
----------------CAE 
Computer 
Aided 
Engineering 
--- ------------
• 
• 
• 
!Manufacturing 1. 
I Database I 
I (group technology! 
I principles) I 
------- ----- ----• • 
• • 
computer aided design 
numerical control part 
programming 
computer aided process 
planning 
• • automated storage/retrieval 
• • automated guided 
-----------------
vehicles • 
• CAM flexible manufacturing 
• Computer systems 
• Aided numerical control 
• Manufacturing machining 
-----------------
robotics • 
• assembly 
• inspection/packing 
• 
forecasting -----------------
master MRP II 
scheduling Manufacturing 
manufacturing I Resource 
activity planning! Planning 
purchasing -----------------
shop floor control 
cost accounting 
plant maintenance 
------------------------------------------------------------Meredith, J., "The Strategic Advantages of the Factory of 
the Future." California Management Review (Spring 87): p. 
72. 
3,2,2,2 CJIARACTBRISTICS Ql MQDBRN MANUPACTQRING TBCHNQLOGY 
The •oat valuable characteristics of the four levels of 
modern manufacturing technology systems are briefly 
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illuatratad below in a tabular way. 
Table 3 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Characteristics ot High Manufacturing Technology [67, 49-61) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
General 
Purpose 
Objective 
Benefits 
Scopa of 
effects 
STAND-ALONE 
Controlled· by Self Contained computers. Limited and local information requirements. Most common level of manufacturing automation. 
Replacement of existing equipment or groups of machines and workers. 
Maintain present operations achieving higher efficiency, or better quality, or higher speed, or capacity. 
Operational improvements. Tangibles. 
New equipment and interfacing systems. 
Organizational None 
Impact 
Risk Slight or minimum. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
General 
Purpose 
Objective 
Benefits 
Scope of 
CELLULAR GROUPING 
Some interaction and communication. Equipment in a cellular configuration to perform multiple and ordinary tasks. Uses integrated information systems. 
To allow changes in product mix, capacity,and lead time. 
System effectiveness. 
Operational and some strategic. 
A large part of the organization. 
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effect• 
Organizational Moderate. 
impact 
Riak Some, due to compatibility and coordination 
problems. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
General 
Purpose 
Objective 
Benefits 
Scope of 
effects 
LINKED ISLAND 
Typically linked with computerized 
information network. 
Connect cells to increase flexibility. 
Competitiveness advantages. 
Operational 
advantages. 
and greater strategic 
Multiple departments and functions. 
Organizational structure. 
impact 
Risk Risks involved that can compromise organization 
effectiveness. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
General 
Purpose 
Objective 
Benefits 
Scope of 
effects 
FULL INTEGRATION 
Includes cellular grouping, transportation 
equipment, functional departments, high level 
executives. Demands modification of current 
business practices. 
Link the manufacturing function and its 
interfaces through information networks. 
Utilize manufacturing as a competitive 
weapon. 
Strategic. 
Entire organization. 
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Ri•k Major risks 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Figura II presents a summary of the characteristics of 
advanced manufacturing systems changing gradually from left 
to right according to the level of integration. 
l'igure II 
Characteristics of Advanced Manufacturing systems 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Stand- Cells Linked Full 
alone GT Islands Inte-
NC Tools FMS MRP II gration 
Robots CAE CAD/CAM CIM 
AS/RS 
GT/CAPP 
--------------------1---------1---------1---------1--------1 Purpose 
Objective 
Benefits 
Scope of Effects 
Organizational 
Impact 
Risk 
Replacement 
Efficiency 
Tangible 
Local 
Minimal 
Slight 
Change 
Effectiveness 
Intangible 
Systemwide 
Extensive 
Substantial 
----------------------------------------------------------Meredith, J. and Hill, Marianne. 
Manufacturing Systems: A Managerial 
Management Review (Summer 1987): p. 52. 
"Justifying New 
Approach." Sloan 
The contribution of modern manufacturing systems gradually 
moves from operational to strategic contributions depending 
on the level of integration, but at the same time the risk 
and organizational impacts increase. The strategic 
iaportance of the full integration classification, CIM, 
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exhort• one to explore ita characteriatic• further. 
CIII IYQLUTIQI 
The evolution of the main components of CIM ia of 
importance to both managerial and technical people.(13, 21] 
Kan Chen at the University of Michigan studied the changes 
in this advanced manufacturing technology using the 
generation dynamics methodology. His work is presented in 
the following table. 
Table 4 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,, 
GENERATION DYNAMICS OF VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF CIMS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
First generation 
Vacuum tubes 
Second generation 
Transistors 
Third generation 
Integrated circuits 
Fourth generation 
COMPUTER 
Very large scale integration 
,ifth generation 
Artificial Intelligence 
19508 
1960s 
19708 
19808 
1990s (?) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
First generation 
Machine language 
Second generation 
Assembly language 
Third generation 
Sophisticated procedural languages 
Fourth generation 
Nonprocedural languages 
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19608 
1970s 
19808 
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Pitth generation 1990• (?) 
AI proc•••tng of natural lan9Uages 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ROBOTICS 
First generation (Unimation) 1960s 
Paw degrees of freedom 
Teach and playback facilities 
Small memory 
Relatively poor positioning 
Relatively low weight handling capacity 
Relatively low reliability 
Second generation (PUMA) 1970s 
Six degrees of freedom 
Computer control 
Memory options ranging from 32 to 1024 steps 
Positioning accuracy 0.3 mm 
Weight handling up to 150 kg 
High reliability 
Third generation 1980s 
over six degrees of freedom 
Microprocessor sensing processing 
Large memory capability 
Adaptive and flexible control 
Multiple appendage hand-to-hand coordination 
Self-diagnostic fault tracing 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MACHINE VISION SYSTEMS 
First generation 1970s 
Binary vision 
Detection and classification of images by blobs 
Algorithms based on thresholds and histogramming 
Two-dimensional statistical pattern recognition 
Second generation 1980s 
Gray-level vision 
Edge-based systems 
Algorithms based on smoothing and convolving images 
with edge detector 
Dynamic two-dimensional scene analysis, with structural 
and syntactic pattern recognition 
Third generation mid-1980 
Using two-dimensional images to derive three-
dimensional information 
Use of shape experts, including stereo, shaping, 
texture, motion, occlusion, and shadows 
Matching with three dimensional object models 
Dynamic three-dimensional scene analysis 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESS PLANNING 
First generation 
Variant •pproach 
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late 1970• 
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j. 
saconcl 9enaration 
a .. 19anarativ• approach 
Third generation 
Generative approach 
early 1980s 
late 1980s 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
AUTOMATED FACTORY 
First generation 1950• and 1960 
Iaolated ~ingle-task machine with NC machine• 
Relay logic 
Blueprint (print) databaae 
No artificial intelligence 
Second generation early 1980s 
Limited communications among multi-purpose machines 
Programmable controller• 
Geometric model in computer database 
AI in aingle machines 
Third generation 1990s-2ooos 
Advanced computers and communications 
Concurrent modeling of part geometry and process 
AI in cell-level production 
Fourth generation 
Intelligent factory to follow macro production command 
in natural language 
AI in plant-level production 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Source: [12, 19-26] 
CIM technologies offer flexibility, and they have the 
potential for integration and synergy. Achieving these 
benefits requires changes in the manufacturing 
organization. Some of these changes are listed below.[114, 
18] 
1. Increased span of personnel reporting relationships. 
2. Reduction in the number of management levels. 
J. Shift in personnel performance measurement from 
individuals to groups. 
4. Wider span of management reporting relationships. 
5. Wider availability of operating and technical information. 
6. System-based integration of design and manufacturing 
engineering. 
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7. Gnatar dependence on equipaent up-tiu. 
a. Iaproveaent in the integration of equipaent and 
manufacturing. 
Undoubtedly, the attributes of modern manufacturing ayatems 
give the impression that .they present the solution to the 
major problems aff acting American business. In this case, 
what are the obstacles in recovering a competitive 
manufacturing edge? What is wrong with the American 
manufacturing system? The study of the issues impeding 
advanced manufacturing systems from solving the American 
competitiveness problem has kept a few author• busy 
generating valuable information. These issues will be 
discussed next along with the potential changes required to 
bring manufacturing up to a global competitive level. 
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4, A IMPIICTQBIM1 UB!LIIJ'IJII 11P IIIOBII 
4,1 QB8'1'ACLBS 
As previously stated, the economical indicators of the 
American manufacturing industry have not kept up with the 
pace of other developed countries. Therefore, the USA has 
failed to produce competitive products in this global 
economy. To improve the American manufacturing industry it 
is imperative to understand the causes of this decline. 
Raymond Vernon noticed that "an attempt to dig out the 
reasons for the drop in U.S. manufacturing competitiveness 
faces thickets of conflicting analyses, interpretations, and 
arguments." [ 109, 98] However, W. Skinner has categorized 
into four groups the reasons manufacturing confronts 
problems:(95, 41] 
1. Mismatch between manufacturing structure and 
manufacturing task. 
2. Multi-product, do-all general purpose plant. 
3. Simplistic performance evaluation. 
4. Inconsistent elements in the manufacturing structure. 
This thesis uses these categories and additional ones 
developed by researchers to classify and analyze the 
obstacles to effective manufacturing systems from a 
strategic, decisive, evaluatory, and operational 
perspective. The issues that affect the competitive position 
of the manufacturing sector will be analyzed in greater 
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detail. 
In •pit• of the increaaed awarene•• of th• A•erican 
induatrial position and the auoc••• ot modern manufacturing 
teohnologi•• in improving the competitivane•• ot aome 
companies, few organizations have conaidared aodern 
aanufacturing technologies as the solution to their 
problema. Evidence of the American competitiven••• weakness 
can be noted in the following examples:(67, 49) 
1. Among the major industrialized countries, the U.S. 
possesses the highest percentage of old equipment, 34 
percent twenty or more years old. Also, only 31 percent is 
less than ten years old contrasted with 61 percent in Japan. 
- 2. Although numerically controlled machines have been 
available for over two decades in the U.S., only 4 percent 
fall under this technology. 
3. The product average life has decreased dramatically fifty 
percent of sales is in the first three years. 
The need for more attention to production innovation exists, 
but, there seems to be an imbalance between the availability 
of technology and the American industry's ability to utilize 
it effectively. Its usage is being led by large 
corporations; but they are proceeding at a slower pace than 
plaJ)nad or anticipated. Why? A number of matters explain the 
above situation. 
t,1,1 IUIDCIIC MP PLNQIXII IIUUCZIUI 
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Many business units suffer from "partial strategic 
myopia"(76, 63]: a failure to recognize where the 
opportunities for competitive advantage exist today and in 
the future. The manufacturing function i• affected the aost 
by this partial strategic myopia. Most businesses consider 
the role of production a passive and reactive one, and lack 
a manufacturing philosophy or strategy congruent with the 
organization's business strategy. 
Usually, marketing searches out what the customer wants, 
finance decides how to invest to make the product the 
customer wants, and manufacturing simply listens and obeys 
or tries to do so. [101, 34) 
have found that: 
R. Hayes and S. Wheelwright 
"The fact that there is such a thing as a 
manufacturing strategy, beyond simply doing 
whatever is required in order to carry out our 
other strategies or pursuing improved efficiency, 
comes as a surprise to many people, even those 
within the manufacturing function."[44, 24] 
Manufacturing people are forced to interpret the 
organization's values and beliefs from the actions of top 
executives which makes it impossible to develop clear 
objectives. [9, 32] This has encouraged manufacturing 
managers to solve problems from a modest, marginal, and 
tactical perspective rather than strategic one. They use a 
bottom up approach based on inconsistent and incorrect 
assumptions about the organization's strategiaa and 
objectives. 
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'traclitionally, th• focu• of aoat llllftufaoturinq deciaiona ha• 
been on efficiency and cost reduction inatead of 
etfectiven••• and co11patitiven•••. strategic opportuniti•• 
have aora aignificance to the long term survival of the 
organization than per-unit or per-machine investment coat or 
operating cost. The rigidity of these systems makes then 
unable to respond to market opportunities generated by 
fragmented markets and decreased product life cycle. [51, 
27] Evan if a manufacturing atrategy exists often it has 
been developed by a corporate off ice that 
underatand manufacturing. The disparity 
doea not 
between 
manufacturing decisions and corporate objectives jeopardizes 
the survival of manufacturing organizations. 
maintains: 
Skinner 
"When companies fail to recognize the relationship between manufacturing decisions and corporate 
strategy, they may become saddled with seriously 
nonproductive production systems that are expensive 
and time--consuming to change."[95, 53] 
The corporate strategy development process fails to 
incorporate manufacturing properly, creating serious 
problems for American industries. According to M. Porter, 
"the corporate strategies of most companies have 
dissipated instead of creating shareholder value."(78, 43] 
strategic plans fail for three main reasons: lack of 
focus, lack of underlying reality, and lack of experience 
of the decision makers.(10, 33] For example, the present 
and future business conditions are misrepresented when 
•trate9iats def ina a strategy for an induati:ia~ econoay 
31 
when they should be plannin9 for an inforaation econoay. 
Thi• aiarepreaentation of the present and future buainea• 
conditions hurta productivity and lessens the competitive 
advantage of organizations. [60, 82] The root of thia 
problem 1 !ea in the lack of clear organizational 
philosophy. As some researchers suggest: 
"F-!rst, most organizations need to define their 
organization's philosophy more explicitly. The 
statements received in response to this study were 
often unclear and unfocused documents, which probably have little meaning to the organization's 
employees. Second, most mission statements are so broadly written that they have little meaning, indicating that either the management of the 
organization has not clearly defined its mission or that the written statement is not truly reflective 
of the organization's mission."[9, 35] 
This lack of organizational philosophy makes it much more 
difficult to link manufacturing and corporate strategies. 
Other problems that strategist& face result from copying 
successful strategies from one business environment to 
another, which may have a different competitive position, 
or using a hybrid strategy with conflicting 
objectives.[111, 21] 
"An organization may be in many businesses, each business exists in a different competitive 
environment and the company should adopt a generic 
strategy appropriate for each business in its 
environment."[111, 21] 
These corporate stumbling blocks have affected the factory 
floor for a long time, but only in the last few decade• 
have they affected the survival of American industries. 
Today, the conventional manufacturing environment, 
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4eacribed •• an •Anachroniatio factory• [95, 25], i• 
incoapatibl• with global buain••• conditions. 
QPIRA'J'IQNAL YIBSUS STRATBGIC rocus 
The abaence of manufacturing strategies congruent with the 
organization's objectives makes manufacturing captive of 
operations improvement at the lowest level of the 
organization, thus missing strategic break-points. This 
bottom up approach offers operational improvement based 
only on direct labor reduction.[49, 60] Operation 
improvement projects started at low levels, without the 
involvement of top management, usually ignore the fact 
that manufacturing is a dynamic system and that 
improvement in a piecemeal mode has only a negative 
effect. The focus on operational improvement, to compete 
and guide the decision makers in manufacturing, is 
inadequate and obsolete. 
The winners in manufacturing will be those who eliminate 
the bottom up tactics typical of the traditional 
factory.(102, 47] Typically operational improvement based 
on cost reduction accounts for 201 of performance 
improvement benefits while those based on technology and 
manufacturing strategies account for 401 each. (95, 222] 
According to E. Haas, 
"The dif farence between an operational and a 
strategy perspective is illllenae. It ia the difference betyeen a tocua on operational 
iaprove•ants--Bow can we do it better than 
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betore?••ancl the tocua on atratacJiO advan"9e--Bov 
can we uae it to beat the ooapetition? llana9ar• who 
are preoccupied with opti•i1ing th• operational 
bit• and piac••--reducing ••chining ti•• hare, paring labor coat there--will typically be blind to 
the big strategic opportunitiea. It i• only by 
managing the operational components a• an 
integrated system that unufacturera can exploit 
their full potential for delivering added value to 
cuatomera through lower pricea, greater service 
responaiveneas, or higher quality." (41, 3] 
The operating approaches of the manufacturing function do 
not address the needs of the production system required 
today. On the contrary, they have a negative influence on 
their business organization. 
DBlICIENT PLANNING SKILLS 
Manufacturing managers need to shift the emphasis from 
operational to strategic and long range planning.[96, 46] 
The visualization of the future of manufacturing and the 
business environment is key to the anticipation of 
competitive opportunities and coming barriers. Most 
manufacturing personnel neglect long-term value and do not 
recognize their strengths and weaknesses. They face 
competitive challenges in a reactive manner instead of 
planning fqr and anticipating them. This creates confusion 
in the manufacturing function itself and other functional 
areas due to the rapid growth of competitive challenges. 
A recent article in the CIM Review claims "only 101 of 
companies have well-defined, clearly communicated 
strategies for manufacturing".(99, l] Also researchers 
found that among the more frequent reasons for failure of 
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aanufacturing •Y•t••• waa the lack of plannin9 before the 
ayat .. •• introduction.[67., 60] 
Th• enigma of planning ha• •truck modern aanufacturing 
ayatems at all levels with ef facts that determine their 
praaant and future success. The lack of planning akills 
affects manufacturing decisions, which in turn affects 
product design, process design, facility and plant 
configuration, information and control systems, human 
resources, research and development, supplier's and 
customer's role relationships, and organization. A change 
in any of these functions will affect the others. 
Understanding these effects and interrelationships is 
crucial to achieving strategic advantages. [41, 5] For 
example, if management makes changes in the process design 
function and neglects to integrate the changes properly with 
the organizational groundwork, the change will only create 
problems that could originate the decay of the total 
manufacturing system.[41, 6] 
I want to stress that the planning issue constitutes the 
primary roadblock to the majority of American manufacturing 
firms. In part this is caused by the attitude toward 
strategic planning. As c. Schoonhoven wrote: 
"The obituary for strategic planning has been 
written by both Fortuna and Business Week. Many 
managera ............. are especially dubious about 
planning. They don't believe long-range planning 
can work in their industries because of the rapid 
rates of change in the highly coapetitive 
aarketplace. Their motto: successful aanager• aust 
aaintain flexibility and be able to shoot froa the 
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hip.•[tO, 37] 
llanager• put atratagic techniques down or view th8JI •• weak 
bacau•• they are l••• f oraal and l••• technical than 
traditional onaa. However, without atrategiea 11anagera do 
not know what drives their coats, what makes their product 
different in the market place, or why they can not integrate 
a factory with divided reaponaibiliti•• looking at each part 
of the plant separately. 
Obtaining the benefits of modern manufacturing systems is a 
strategic task, and most strategic planning processes never 
reach the implementation stage. (28,272) Thia i• a severe 
problem, mainly, because of the planning methodology itself. 
"The traditional concept of strategic planning 
conducted through an executive analysis and 
decision process and passed down the managerial 
hierarchy is clearly inadequate for the 
manufacturing systems needed, especially advanced, 
computerized technologies. A different, although 
not new, atrategic planning process ia required 
for the complexity of implementing changes on the 
scale of factory automation."[64, 273] 
Also, 
"Most corporate planning is product-oriented versus 
process-oriented. Product-oriented planning creates 
a document defining goals, objectives, tasks, 
schedules, and budgets. Process-oriented planning 
also creates a formal plan but it considers 
corporate mission, objectives, organization, and 
strategy."[52,53] 
The conventional planning methodology fails to place enough 
stress on the need to create an environment able to adapt to 
the changes required for the auccaa• of advanced 
ll&DUfacturing technology. 
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a ayat8JI with dynamic co•p•titive conditions, they have to 
oonatantly respond to market inatability. 
Strategic planning is undoubtedly necessary in thia dynamic 
business environment, but today's process fails to provide 
the answers to planning-related struggles. In addition to 
the reasona discussed, strategic failure can be attributed 
to: [112, 19] 
1. inaccurate situation assessments of the subject in 
consideration; 
2. unforeseen changes in the environment; and 
3. inadequate resources for the job. 
Another problem is the poor diffusion of the strategic 
plan across all functional areas. Furthermore, ignoring 
the interdependencies of the functional areas of an 
organization makes the plan difficult to implement. Also, 
many plans emphasize the tools and how-tos without a clear 
understanding of the objectives to be accomplished. Worse 
yet, some strategic plans are generated in a bottom-up 
approach lacking strategic priority for the selection and 
implementation of the manufacturing tools. [ 39, 54] Top 
executives view strategies as one-time decisions ignoring 
the constant change in manufacturing technologies. [39, 
51] 
JIIIAGBMBMT PBRCBPTION 
The top executive's perception of manufacturing creates 
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another obatacl• for the factory floor. Top aana9t111ent'• 
view of unufacturing ignore• the recognition of the 
factory aa an asset that contribute• to the 
competitiveness of the organization. Top executives 
question the potential for the production function to 
improve the competitive position of the business. 
According to some analysts, American top managers have to 
learn to think and act differently about the daily 
decisions concerning manufacturing, or the world 
competitiveness of American industry could be lost.(41, 2] 
"A roadblock is top management's perception of 
operation as a kind of productivity machine rather than as a potential strategic resource. Their view is that efficiency is the overriding criterion of performance. Top management asks how can operations improve our financial results? instead of asking, how can operations make us a stronger competitor?" (96, 46] 
This viewpoint of manufacturing affects the present and 
future direction of its function and influences matters, 
such as policies and performance measurement. Most 
companies evaluate manufacturing policies in terms of 
their short-term effects at the expense of future 
competitive strength, and top manufacturing officials are 
rewarded according to their contribution to these short 
term policies. T. Gunn affirmed that top executives 
overlook the strategic significance of utilizing 
manufacturing as a competitive asset which can 
differentiate their company from global competitors. 
According to him, executives ignore three vital 
factors:[38] 
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1. A viaion of what aanufacturing will be like in 10 to 20 
yeara. 
2. Th• da•ira to take the necesaary step• to lead people 
toward greater co~petitive success in the future. 
3. The methodology and initiative to implement their vision 
to support their manufacturing and business strategies. 
The manufacturing perplexities are mostly managerial 
rather than technical. Management has the responsibility 
of employing manufacturing as an aggressive contributor to 
the survival and future positioning of the organization. 
The top managers' attitudes, general planning and 
strategic skills, and inconsistent business objectives are 
the main barricades to utilizing manufacturing as a 
competitive weapon. 
Most executive officers, CEOa, and Vice Presidents have 
not gone forward to embrace and champion modern 
manufacturing technologies. Executives' interest and 
involvement in manufacturing remains minimal, and as a 
result they know nothing about it. 
"They don't understand manufacturing as it was 
five to 10 years ago, much less as it will have to 
be five to 10 or even 20 years in the future."[39, 
51] 
Today's executive backgrounds are legal, financial, or 
aarkating with a very small percentage froa llanufacturing. 
TIiey are ignorant of today'• unufacturing technological 
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innovations, in their induatry ••wall•• in othera.[39, 
52] For example, these executives consider the computer 
which aanufacturing aaaociatea with productivity 
improvement and competitiveness a cost and a hardship. As 
studies suggest, the appearance of the word computer in 
CIM blocks, in management's mind, the integration 
concept.[39, 50] Another example is the lack of 
exploitation of research and development innovations, 
demonstrating that technology is not viewed as a corporate 
rasource.(40, 51] 
The challenge of removing these attitudes from top 
management and finding and developing new executives and 
manufacturing managers that excell with new technologies and 
concepts prevails as the largest problem. [114, 24] R. 
Jaikumar gives his opinion saying: 
"A skilled work force and large installed base of equipment build for technological leadership. It is the competence of 
managers, however, that makes such leadership happen."(50, 
70] 
However, it should be recognized that top manufacturing 
managers and corporate executives encounter challenges of 
high magnitude. Meredith and Hill list a few of the known 
dilemmas for the top managers to deal with:(67, 50] 
1. Having to "automate, emigrate, or evaporate• 
without fully understanding either the coaplete 
cost or the complete benefits of complex, expensive 
automated systems. 
2. Trying to decide which alphabet soup of 
technology to choose, or which biuad vendor or 
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conaultant to en9a9e. 
3. Bavin9 a ·:ilack of in-houae expertiae, but being 
warned that turnkey ayat ... are unacceptable. 
4. Facing a •you bat your firm• situation, or el•• 
incrementally adding incompatible •ialand of 
automation.• 
5. Needing to decide which systems should be 
interconnected and which can remain independent. 
6. Trying to determine if the new manufacturing 
systems are information or production systems, and 
if either one is worth the coat. 
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Up to this point, this section has examined the barriers 
manufacturing faces in becoming a strategic contributor to 
an organization. The remaining portion of it focuses on the 
need to redirect the course of manufacturing. 
MANAGERIAL TRANSFORMATION 
Today, an abundance of reliable manufacturing approaches and 
technologies exists; it is the responsibility of business 
leaders to utilize these technologies to confront current 
and coming business challenges. Manufacturing has changed 
from having a passive role to having an active and 
important one in the future position of an organization. 
Management must redirect its thinking, as suggested in the 
following: 
"If American-made products are to retain their 
lucrative U.S. markets--and succeed in the global 
market-place--management will have to ensure that 
the manufacturing function fulfills its strategic 
potential. Properly done, it can give a 
manufacturing company a competitive edge in a 
variety of ways--from improving quality to reducing 
break-even points to providing the flexibility 
required for success in today's 
marketplace ...•... For one thing, it will mean 
scrapping the old, comfortable ways of running a 
business. Strategic manufacturing calls for 
evolving appropriate production and management 
systems, capitalizing on available options, 
developing new supplier relationships, and becoming 
leaders of change-not keepers of the status 
quo."(101, 34] 
Management is required to look tor strategic, competitive 
breakthroughs in aanutacturing ratJaar than operational 
'' 
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i•prov .. ant• baaed on internal controls. 
challenge• there is no question that: 
To ••et today's 
"Senior managers must continually pay close 
attention to manufacturing atrategy objectives that 
addr••• th••• baa•• of competition in their 
induatry. Th• conatant focu• ot their thinking auat 
be to ••arch tor coapetitive advantage in th••• 
fund&llental• ot 11anutacturing by which they are 
measured in the real world."[39, 51] 
Corporate and manufacturing decision makers who have 
depended on pragmatic, logical, short-term, and 
conservative styles need to shift to intuitive, conceptual, 
long-term-oriented, anticipatory, and risk-taking 
styles.[101, 38] The role of manufacturing management is to 
create and nurture intellectual capabilities in the 
organization that will, in turn, yield competitive 
advantages. [50, 75] In other words, the manufacturing 
management focus should shift from managing equipment to 
managing intellectual assets in order to attain strategic 
advantages with an organization's resources. These changes 
will put traditional managers into a state of shock, but 
they will be welcome to those managers seeking world class 
manufacturing. 
"World class manufactu~ing management is not merely 
arranging resources in order to produce goods and 
services. It is marshalling resources for continual 
and rapid improvement."[89, 228] 
The management of world class manufacturing, aa expressed by 
R. Schonberger, is not a bottom-up or top-down approach; 
rather, it is a blend of the two. 
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Invutaent in unufacturinCJ •Y•t ... will be uanillCJl••• if 
it fail• to achieve the organization•• atrategic 
objectives. [45, 68] Investing in manufacturing systems to 
achieve the organization' a strategic objectives requires a 
total management commitment to their obtainment. ( 114, 18] 
[ 3 9, 50] Getting comm! tment from top management to think 
strategically about manufacturing is management's 
challenge. This could be accomplished by presenting 
manufacturing proposals in strategic terms rather than 
practical terms, those involving computers, machines, 
syatema.(39, 52-53] So, a must for manufacturing managers is 
the following: 
" •.. adequate familiarity with the principles of 
business strategy is a precondition to aggressive, 
long-range-focused business planning. As managers 
come to recognize these principles, it seems 
reasonable to expect that they can more confidently 
adopt the kinds of strategies that will, indeed, 
produce a stronger American economy tomorrow." [ 8, 
11] 
The vision of one pioneer of CIM, Joe Harrington, sees 
manufacturing responsibilities ranging from design within 
production through distribution and aftersale service to 
support in the field. [ 39, 51] Modern business leaders see 
manufacturing not stopping with in-house concerns; they see 
establishing new relations with customers and serving their 
needs as one impo~tant priority.[101, 38] On the other hand, 
selecting suppliers and es~ablishing relationships with them 
need to be considered to insure full use of the firm• s 
manufacturing capabilities and the beat value from 
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auppli•r•, thereby aaxiaizin9 the fin'• coapetitiva 
advantages. [41, 11] Other raco1DJ1andation• tor the 
management of aanufacturing:[50, 76] 
1. Build saall, cohesive teams. 
2. Manage process improve•ant, not just output. 
3. Include manufacturing in the role of engineering 
management. 
4. Treat manufacturing as a service. 
STRATBGIC DIRBCTION 
Local and global business conditions demand a technological 
vision of manufacturing in the future. This vision should be 
agreed upon and disseminated throughout the entire 
organization. [39, 56) With modern manutacturing systems, 
this vision becomes more significant because the objective 
of manufacturing is not only to optimize the manufacturing 
function performance, but also the total business 
performance.[102, 48) 
"To enhance their performance, organizations 
• . • should carry out systematic analysis and 
integrate their decisions and strategies."[91, 267) 
Creating a vision of the future forms one of the first steps 
toward making manufacturing a competitive weapon. For this 
to happen, the basis for manufacturing strategies should be 
the corporate business strategy.(18, l] However, corporate 
strategies have their pitfalls. M. Porter maintains that in 
order to survive, companies must understand how much the 
corporate strategy is worth to their plan.(78, 43] He 
claims: "the track record of corporate strategies has been 
dismal."[78, 43] Referring to diversified companies, where 
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two level• of ~tratevi•• exiit, he ••ras 
•coapetitiv·e atrate9y concern• how to create 
ocapetitive advanta9e in each of tb.• buain•• .. • in 
which a ooapany coapet••. Corpora ta atrata9y 
concern• two different queationa: what buaiw••• 
the corporation ahould ba in and how the corporate 
ottica ahould aanage th• array of buain••• 
unita."(78, 43] 
Th• foundation of manufacturing strategies ought to be the 
firm's competitive atrategy.(From this point on, the terms 
corporate or bu~inasa strategy will refer to the 
competitive strategy described here.) M. Porter describes 
what makes the development· of a competitive strategy. 
"The essence of formulating a competitive strategy 
ia relating a company to its environment. Although 
the relevant environment is vary broad encompassing 
social as wall as econoaic forces, the key aspect 
of the firm' a environment is the industry or 
industries in which it competes. Industry structure 
has a strong influence in determining the 
competitive rules of the game as well as the 
strategies potentially available to the firm."(77, 
3] 
The implications of competitive business strategy must drive 
the functional atrategy, such as manufacturing atratagy.(39, 
54] So, manufacturing strategies need to consider the social 
and economic forces that influence the industry structure. 
The organizations deciding to maintain the traditional 
decision making pattern may be viable, but only in the short 
run. The business environment, to operate properly, requires 
strategic analysis, long-range planning, and the 
facilitation of cultural and organizational changes in the 
organization.[102, 48] 
•Technology'• draaatic tranatoraation of the 
factory has atrengthened the link batwaan 
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aanufaoturift9 •tratevy and buain••• atratecJY--and 
thereby invalidated a hoat of ti••-t••t•d 
operational principle• and daciaion criteria. Nore 
and aora, coapatitive advantage will 90 to tbe 
coapani•• that aeek atrategic breakpoint• through 
the integration of deciaion• in every area of 
manutacturing."[41, 14] 
The first step in developing a manufacturing strategy should 
identify the corporate objective to follow which can be 
accomplished with an exercise similar to the following. 
" ••• lay down a corporate strategy with a timeframe 
ot at least 5 years: to understand the long-term 
benefits and most important to stick to it. Within 
this strategy it is then necessary to take on 
appropriate sub-systems to satisfy the objectives--
some will have immediate benefits whilst others 
have no intrinsic value but will be vital building 
blocks for the achievement of the integrated 
whole."[86, 84] 
However, if manufacturing·managers do not have enough time 
to develop a formal manufacturing strategy and a decision 
concerning advanced manufacturing systems needs to be made 
right away, they need to develop an informal 
manufacturing strategy. 
working 
" ... one must be developed by thinking through the 
business drivers and comparing the company to the 
competition. By rank ordering the factors which 
limit or control manufacturing cost/performance, 
and comparing these to what is known about the 
competition, a working manufacturing strategy can 
be developed." [23, 45] 
Although the following list is not complete, these are 
questions that need to be answered in developing a working 
manufacturing strategy. 
What liaits superior quality? 
What liaita aarkat reaponaivanaaa? 
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What liait• cuatoaer ••rvice? 
What nonaanufacturing coat• occur at the interfaces 
between aanutacturing and engineering? Marketing? 
Diatribution? Suppliara/CU.toaera? 
What are the cost concentrations? 
What are the investment concentrations? 
Where do global competitors 
capabilities stand today? 
manufacturing 
What reliable and confirmed roads exist, such as 
technologies, principles, practices, philosophies, 
to move this corporation from today's competitive 
position to where it will have to be tomorrow to 
remain competitive in the global marketplace? 
Where should the focus of productivity effort be? 
Is there a better way to manufacture this product? 
How can this organization respond effectively to a 
changing marketplace? 
R. Schonberger has developed some of the principles for the 
&-
operational strategies required to achieve world class 
manufacturing. He outlines seventeen principles for 
manufacturing strategies:(89, 217-218] 
1. Get to know the customer. 
2. cut work in process. 
3. cut flow times. 
4. cut set-up and changeover times. 
5. cut flow distances and space. 
6 • Increase make/deli var frequency for each required 
item. 
7. cut number of suppliers down to a few good ones. 
a. cut number of part numbers. 
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I. Kake it •••Y to aanutaoture th• product without 
error. 
10. Arrange th• work place to eli•inate ••arch ti••· 
11. Cross-train for mastery of more than one job. 
12. Record and retain production, quality, and problem 
data at the work place. 
13. Assure that line people get first crack at problem-
solving before staff experts. 
14. Maintain and improve existing equipment and human 
work before thinking about new equipment. 
15. Look for simple, cheap, movable equipment. 
16. Seek to have plural instead of singular work 
stations, machines, cells, and lines for each product. 
17. Automate incrementally, when processes cannot 
otherwise be reduced. 
PLAKNING IMPQRTANCB 
Manufacturing system advances and today's competitive arena 
have shifted the importance from running the company to 
planning it. Manufacturing planning should be driven by the 
organization's business objectives. 
The manufacturing planning process also must have the 
commitment and support of top managers. However, 
it assumes the following prerequisites:(18, l] 
1. A clearly articulated and defined corporate 
business strategy. 
2. The availability and utilization of strategic 
information by the line managers. 
3. The involveJRant of corporate and line managers 
in the planning process. 
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4. The foraation of a vortin9 tau with -•b•r• 
fro• the aanufacturift9 and the corporate function•. 
5. The developaent of a ••chanisa to prevent 
•Ulb•r• fro• paying unbalanced attention to their 
pat project or technology. 
6. The support of compleaentary objectives and 
cOJDDon incentives uong departments with a shared 
aenae of overall corporate objectives. 
7. Incentives and job definitions ot plant 11anagera 
that are baaed on competitive corporate goal• and 
long-term results. 
Other recommendations complementing the above ones 
include:[52, 54] 
1. The creation of a manufacturing policy board to 
provide guidance at the higher levels. 
2. The designation of a core team and task force to 
ensure leadership and broad-based input. 
3. The development of manufacturing planning 
workshops to start the planning phase and its 
content. 
4. The linkage of 
manufacturing strategy 
position. 
corporate vision and 
to enhance competitive 
5. The estimation and assignment of resources in 
advance to eliminate roadblocks. 
STRATEGIC IMPQRTANCB QZ TBCHNQLQGICAL INNOVATION 
Businesses that perceive changes as opportunities will 
experience further growth and will be the winners of 
tomorrow. According to P. Drucker, today businesses are 
shaping their future, and only by taking advantage of the 
opportunities that changes bring in the present will 
corporations create a vision of tomorrow. [ 22] He alao 
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argueaz 
"Today'• buain•••••, ••p•cially th• lar9e on••, aiaply will 
not aurvive in thi• period of rapid change• and innovation• unl••• they acquire entrepreneurial compatenca."[21, 144] 
"The business must be managed so as to perceive in the new 
an opportunity rather than a threat. It •uat be aanaged to 
work today on the producta, services, proceaaes, and 
technologies that will make a different tomorrow.[21, 155] 
Manufacturing organizations must disseminate the ideas above 
throughout their entire work force, from top managers to 
operators. 
One of the major changes in the business environment has 
been the utilization of information as another manufacturing 
resource; it allows strategic breakthroughs by increasing 
efficiency and effectiveness on the manufacturing floor. 
Nowadays, it is known that: 
"The firms that compete ·effectively and flourish in the information economy will be the ones that use information 
technologies and information resources in strategic ways to 
manufacture new and better products, find new markets and 
enlarge their shares of existing markets, and distribute products and services in creative ways. These will be the intelligent organizations of the future."(60, 293] 
Manufacturing innovations are continuous processes with 
some organizational and managerial requirements:(14, 220] 
1. The development and maintenance of specific 
attributes that will characterize the organization 
' •.• ,_ ~. • ! •• •· ' 
as a whole. 
2. The development of strategic planning aodels 
based on the technological innovations process 
creating potential future direction for corporate 
strategies. 
3. The involvement of a larger range of people in 
the aanagaent of innovation. 
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Only if aanutacturi119 aana9er• are aware of and alert to 
recent develol)Jlanta in product and proc••• tachnol09i•• will 
they be able to develop affectively future product• and 
proc••• innovation•. Also, only then will aanufacturtng 
managers make decision• considering their l~ng-run 
implicationa.(41, 10] So, conaidaring technological changes 
aa an opportunity encourages the development of innovative 
systems. 
The successful manufacturing manager of tomorrow's 
organizations will have to incorporate the innovations and 
entrepreneurial spirit in his daily activities. E. Morris, a 
strategist, maintains that managers: 
"In addition to being more entrepreneurial within the 
corporation, they will be ready to take long-range risks and 
to put their resources behind their dreams. Increasingly, 
they will create a new strategic vision and stimulate the 
participation of staff and employees in realizing it." (9, 
39] 
Undoubtedly, today's corporations, in the middle of 
these rapid and tremendous changes of manufacturing 
innovations, require professionals with long-range 
vision.(13, 20] Referring to CIM, technological 
forecasts and assessments of the future becomes 
part of the normal duties of the leadership of 
manufacturing.(13, 20] 
" •••• CIMS which requires assumptions about future 
technological changes in all interconnected areas 
in order that the technical work to be dona by 
experts in many different areas can be integrated. 
For example, the development of the third 
generation computer-aided process planning (CAPP) 
will assume the availability of third generation 
robots, and the design of the next generation 
robots will assume the availability of the next 
generation aachine vision, ••• •[13, 25] 
Assessing future manufacturiB9 innovation• ia the 
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Traditional manufacturing daciaiona have focuaad on short-
term results because of the inconsistency between 
manufacturing policies and organization strategies. In most 
cases, American managers inaiat on short-term financial 
results at the expanse of long-term competitive strength.[8, 
3] This is reflected even in managers professional career 
paths, what J. Meredith called the "musical-chairs 
management syndrome".(66, 256] Characterizing this syndrome, 
mostly in larger organizations, are the constantly mobile 
managers, fast-track executives and merry-go-round job 
rotation programs. 
The root of this short-term emphasis is the present 
accounting system which traditionally has been focused on 
control! ing labor through standard cost systems. This 
accounting system does not only cost five to ten times more 
than systems in other industrialized countries, but produces 
worthless information because it emphasizes only labor 
costs.[101, 39] 
In a study R. Hayes and K. Clark (45, 67] found that monthly 
variances between standard cost and actual cost become the 
driving forces behind problem identification and factory 
performance evaluation. Although the information collected, 
profit-and-loss statements or other monthly reports, did not 
provide proper data about the financial performance of the 
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factory, it totally 911ided the deciaion •aki119 proc••• of 
manufacturing operation•. Thia aituation reflect• the 
inaufficiant atte~tion given to tha;atrategic importance of 
manufacturing, and accounts for the struggles faced when 
making decisions concerning manufacturing technology. 
JPSTilIQATIQI PRQBLBMS 
The tools used in capital budgeting systems to evaluate 
process investment technology are based on operational labor 
saving, hurdle rate and fast payback period approaches. They 
fail to address problems aaaociatad with the atructure of 
the organization or consider all the benefit• derived from 
modern manufacturing technology. Also, the coat of foregone 
opportunities is ignored or not considered.[4, 29]. But even 
more detrimentally, these financial management systems focus 
on the benefits of economies of scale.(46, 33-41], (84, 33-
35), [53,1] 
J. Meredith has summarized the most common obstacles found 
when attempting to justify advanced production technology in 
the traditional manufacturing environment.[69, 214] He 
identifies: 
1. High capital costs and risk; 
2. Myopic approaches to equipment justification; 
3. Inappropriate capital budgeting procedures; 
4. Prediction of benefits over an extended time period; 
5. Technological uncertainties; 
,2 
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6. Inadequaci•• in coating aathoda1 
7. Differing nature of operations; and 
s. Analysis still baaed on aubsyatema and 
suboptimization. 
In addition to the above obstacles: (53, l] 
' 
1. ;Limited financial knowledge of manufacturing 
managers; 
2. Lack of managerial experience estimating the 
cost and benefits of systems; 
3. Difficulties forecasting systems effects on 
other aspects of the business; 
4. Lack of methodology to quantify intangible 
benefits; 
5. The static aspect of cost accounting; 
6. Direct labor based accounting calculation 
methods; 
7. Management objections to the calculation of 
benefits based on estimates; 
8. Lack of manufacturing technological education of 
financial managers. 
' • . :, ~ '; \ - r / r' • ~ ' '• • 
Monitoring and controlling direct labor, materials, and 
energy overlooks the most important advantages that can be 
achieved with advanced manufacturing technology. Today's 
emphasis on new manufacturing technology should be increased 
efficiency/effectiveness, improved quality, greater 
flexibility, and reduced product life cycle. And this focus 
has a much greater scope than the focus of traditional 
financial systems. 
Another problem is the difference between the perspective·s 
of financial experts and strategists about manufacturing 
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inveatllent• aa expressed in the following. 
"Strategiata and financial expert• view the 
capital-investment process from two different 
perapactivaa. The strategic perspective focuaaa on 
queations like these: ••• What is the sustainable 
competitive advantage that will allow us to make 
profitable invaatmanta that beat our coat of 
capital? By contrast, the financial perspective 
focuaes primarily on projects rather than on 
business units, and asks questions such as these: 
What is the appropriate discount rate? • • . • How 
can we estimate the market value of the project at 
the end of the planning horizon?" [28, 21] 
Top management should balance the two perspectives. 
Organizations must depend on clear guidelines that encourage 
the engineer's aggressive thrust, while maintaining the 
accountant's financial responsibility. [47, 91] Guidelines 
must address the problem of financial policies favoring the 
piecemeal acquisition of equipment in manufacturing. For 
example, policies that require different levels of 
authorization depending on the size of the request encourage 
middle level management to buy equipment piece by piece 
without taking into consideration the total system impact. 
Saturated with these difficulties, manufacturing leaders 
have looked for ways around the system to justify their 
modern manufacturing systems investments. Some want to 
justify technologies based on faith alone, while others want 
to lower the discount rate to compensate for the 
unquantifiable benefits.[63, 37] Also, some researchers have 
found that managers are fudging the financial equations, 
altering the rules, and overlooking policies in order to 
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juatify advanced ~ufacturiDCJ tachnol09iea.[84, 35] 
Moat aanagera have failed to realize that aoat of the 
benefit• of advanced manufacturing ayatema are atrategic. As 
stated below: 
"Th• difficulties of juatifying new manufacturing 
systems are becoming legendary. The syat8Jl 1 a most 
important benefits are often strategic and 
difficult to quantify-so managers face the near-
impossible task when they must justify a system on 
the basis of direct return on investment."[67, 49] 
Usually, organizations that recognize modern manufacturing 
systems as a competitive strategic weapon realize that 
justifying these systems with cost savings constitutes a 
paradox. (67, 50] Others, even though they recognize the 
strategic benefits, forestall advanced manufacturing systems 
because of inadequate justification techniques.(63, 37] 
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Manufacturing in today's buain••• environment requires 
integrated decision• in its •o•t critical areaa: product 
deaign, process design, facility and plant configuration, 
information and control systems, human resources, research 
and development, and customer and supplier 
relationships.[41, 5] 
"Whatever the strategic breakpoint management has 
targeted, it is never possible to isolate a single 
decision that would make everything happen. The 
most successful corporations not only take the 
interactions among the eight critical decision 
areas into account; they also continually 
reevaluate and reorchestrate their manufacturing 
decisions to support their strategic goals." [ 34, 
12] 
Although, the financial contributions of advanced 
manufacturing systems vary from company to company, every 
organization must design manufacturing systems and evaluate 
their contribution based on business goals. [53, 2] 
Manufacturing investments, when presented as an integral 
part of the company strategy, become easier to justify.[16, 
31 J The investment decision emerges as a pol icy now 
concerned with the rate of investment rather than the 
decision of whether to invest in manufacturing or in 
something else.[4, 28] 
i 
Companies that decide to invest in advanced syatems 
incrementally must acquire equipment compatible with an 
integrated manufacturing environaant. (23, 43] Also, the 
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lit• orol• at.av• ot the product or product• exiati119 in th• 
plant becoaa a deteraining factor. Por exaaple, it the 
generation of preaent product• is in the last stage, 
inva•ting in process technology will not provide long term 
benafita.(13,24] 
The tocua of decisions concerning the juatification of 
advanced manufacturing systems must shift toward reaching 
strategic advantages in the world market. Undoubtedly, the 
present capital allocation policies must change when the 
purpose of the distribution of financial resources is to 
support the firm' a competitive business strategy through 
manufacturing.[47, 96) 
JUSTIFICATION METHODOLOGIES 
The justification methods for investing in advanced 
technology must focus on adding value, gaining strategic 
advantages, and reducing competitor threats. [99, 1-2] This 
new focus requires a major change in traditional 
justifications techniques. However, a few practitioners and 
authors still encourage organizations not to abandon the 
traditional justification procedures, but to apply them more 
appropriately. For example, companies can break down 
operations into 400 or 500 activities and calculate the 
total savings by assigning costs to each activity.[84, 34] 
Expert ayateas present another alternative to traditional 
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••thod• uaad to juatify aanutaoturin9 inveataanta. w. 
Benghold, a partner in Univaraal Technology corporation, baa 
reaearched the development of these justification expert 
systems. Three different methods using expert systems have 
been applied in manufacturing :(84, 34] 
1. The first method measures and quantifies intangible 
benefits using a traditional return-on-investment ratio. 
This method analyses the impact of the proj act on sales 
revenue and determines the proper action to follow. 
2. The second method reviews the strategic effects of 
advanced manufacturing systems on the competitiveness of the 
organization. 
3. The third method analyses the investment utilizing 
different return-on-investment rates with the consideration 
of the firm's business objectives. Decisions are made 
based on the probability of success or failure. 
J. Meredith, a kno~n expert in the justification of 
advanced manufacturing systems, has detailed the investment 
decision methods more than adequately. [ 67, 58 J He argues 
that the just if !cation approach depends on the level of 
integration of the system. Figure III summarizes the 
appropriate technique classified according to the 
integration level of the system. 
, ~- . - ·- ... 
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Jtigure III 
Juatifioatlon &pproaobea for Advanced xanufaoturin9 ayat .. • 
TECHNIQUES 
Boonomio 
-Payback 
-ROI 
-NPV 
-cash Flow 
Portfolio 
-Programming 
Models 
-scoring Models 
-Growth Options 
Analytic 
-Value Analysis 
-Riak Analysis 
strategic 
-Technical 
Importance 
-Business 
Objectives 
-competitive 
Advantage 
-R&D 
Level of Inte9ration of 
Manufacturing syate• Technology 
Level 1 
Stand-
alone 
\ 
\ 
• 
Level 2 
Calla 
Level J 
Linked 
Islands 
Useful 
\ Most Appropriate 
• 
\ 
• 
\ 
• 
\ 
Largely 
Unnecessary 
• 
\ 
• 
\ 
• 
Level 4 
Full 
Integration 
Meredith, J., and Hill, M .. "Justifying New Manufacturing 
Systems: A Managerial Approach." Sloan Management Review (Summer 1987): p. 58. 
Integrated systems require strategic techniques for their 
justification. J. Meredith explains its use: 
Technical Importance 
"The thinking in these cases is that the 
organization cannot move beyond its current stage 
without first introducing a given innovation." 
Business Objectives 
" ••• the project contributes directly to the 
strategic objectives of the firm; monetary 
considerations may be almost irrelevant." 
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Competitive Advantage 
• ••• the project aay yield a aignifioant 
coapetitive weapon. It i• an opportunity the tina 
cannot attord to pass up." 
Raaaarch & Development 
• •••• treat the project as a high-risk endeavor with 
an iaprobable payoff. The strategy here is that one 
of many projects will eventually pay oft and 
reimburse the firm tor all the failures." [67, 57-
58) 
Figure IV presents the organizational effects of decisions 
concerning advanced manufacturing systems. Also, it shows 
how the justification reasons for these systems change 
with respect to their impact on the firm. 
Judgement 
Decision 
Making 
A 
A 
A 
Formulas 
Figura IV 
Justification curve 
Low Effect on High 
>>>Impact Impact>> >Company 
Machine 
MIM 
Integrated 
Line 
Island of 
Automation 
Broad 
Decision 
Support 
Narrow 
Tangibles >>>Justification >>>Intangibles 
Reasons 
Bernard, Paul. "Structured Project Methodolog~ Provides 
Support For Informed Business Decisions. "Industrial 
Engineering, March 1986. 
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Table 5 offers the advantage• and di•advantag•• of th••• 
techniques. 
Tula 5 
&dvanta9•• and Disadvantage• of Ju•tifioation Teahlliquea 
-----~~----~~-~--~~---~-~--------------------~-~-----------Technique 
Portfolio 
analysis 
Value 
analysis 
Risk 
analysis 
Advantages 
-can include multiple 
criteria 
-Handles qualitative 
(nonnumeric) infor-
mation 
-Relative simplicity 
of models 
-Allows easy incor-
poration (e.g., by 
using importance 
weights) of mana-
gerial policies and 
beliefs 
-Avoids all-or-
nothing investment 
risk 
-Provides fairly 
complete information 
about anticipated 
costs, problems, and 
benefits 
-separates project 
Disadvantages 
-AsaUJRea linear and inde-
pendent factors. 
-outputs are relative and 
do not indicate invest-
ment value. 
-AasWRption• can be un-
realistic (e.g.,equal 
importance ot all 
criteria) becauae of 
the model's simplicity 
and when assumptions 
are made more realistic (e.g.,by using weights) 
the model• lose their 
simplicity. 
-Only appropriate when 
several alternative 
projects are available 
for consideration. 
-Time-consuming and com-
plicated process. 
-Limited consideration 
of alternative invest-
ments. 
-Pilot project often 
inapplicable to the 
full-scale project. 
costs and benefits 
clearly and realistically. 
-considers the full 
range of outcomes 
and risks 
-Evaluates projects 
in relation to each 
other 
-costs less than value 
analysis and is more 
complete than port-
folio models 
-Time-consuming and com-
plicated process. 
-Requires quantitative 
data that may be 
difficult to obtain. 
-----------------------------------------------------------Meredith, J. "New Justification Approaches for CIM 
Technologies." CIK Review (Spring 1987): p. 42. 
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Manufacturing performance i• controlled and monitored baaed 
on internal measures which uaually have no connection to the 
competitive position of the organization. This results from 
viewing manufacturing as a cost center rather than a profit 
center and believing that these internal measures have 
impacts on coats and other external measures.[65, 34] Worse 
yet, top manufacturing managers are paid to optimize these 
internal measures. "Almost all major corporations' 
management compensation systems emphasize current ~ 
profitability."[8, 10] Top manufacturing executives have 
limited incentive to make decisions with long-term 
implications. 
The performance evaluation· of different factories within the 
same organization presents another problem. Referring to 
most American organizations: 
" •..• they do not have adequate measures for judging factory-level performance or comparing overall performance from one facility to the next ••• Worse, even the best numbers do not sufficiently 
reflect the important contributions that managers 
can make by reducing confusion in the system and promoting organizational learning."[45, 66) 
Because of the short-term focus on efficiency, the present 
performance measurement systems do not provide any 
incentives tor exercising the benefit• of aodern 
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manufacturing •Y•t ... which can i•prove the organization'• 
competitive position. 
"When plant managers are stuck with poor aeaaurea 
ot how they are doing and when a rigid, by-the-book 
eaphaaia on standard•, budgets, and exception 
reports discourages the kind of experi•entation 
that lead• to learning, th• real levers on factory 
partomnca remain hidden. Ho aaount ot capital 
investment can buy heightened competitiveness. 
There is no way around the importance of building 
clarity into the system, eliminating unnecessary 
disruptions and distractions, ensuring careful 
process control, and nurturing in-depth technical 
competence."[45, 71] 
4,3,2 FACTORY PBRFQRMANCE BVALUATIQN REFORM 
Moving manufacturing toward contributing strategically to 
the improvement of the competitive position of the 
organization requires the introduction of a performance 
measurement system that values manufacturing's contribution 
at the strategic level. Hence, an adequate evaluation of 
performance is the first step toward getting competitive 
leverage through manufacturing. [ 45, 71] Manufacturing must 
be monitored and judged according to its potential to 
improve the competitive position of the organization. [ 65, 
34] Table 6 presents a breakdown of internal and external 
measures and the effects of modern manufacturing systems. 
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The Effect of Kaw Technology 
on Internal and External Benefits Measures 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Internal 
••••urea 
Efficiency: 
space 
inventory level 
throughput 
Improvement 
vitb Rev 
Technologies 
751 More 
501 less 
601 lass 
501 more 
machine utilization 
tooling 
1501 more 
301 less 
401 less capital cost 
Productivity: 
direct labor 2001 more 
indirect labor 100% more 
setup 90% less 
Effectiveness: 
scrap rate 90% less 
defect rate 95% less 
flexibility much more 
lead time 80% less 
managerial control much more 
working conditions much better 
External 
Jleaaur•• 
Improvuent 
with••• 
Technologies 
Market image much enhanced 
Performance Somewhat batter 
Variety: 
customization 
variety 
innovation rate 
Quality: 
durability 
reliability 
service needs 
complaints 
Cost 
Timing: 
much more 
much more 
higher 
alight 
slight 
better 
fewer 
slight 
lead time much less 
meeting due dates better 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Meredith, J. "The Strategic Advantages of the Factory of the 
Future." California Management Review (Spring 1987): p.35. 
The evaluation of manufacturing managers must include 
external measures. Table 7 contrasts the traditional 
evaluation methods based on internal benefits with the 
strategic evaluation method based on external benefits. 
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'fable 7 
Traditional Versus strategic Bvaluation Ketho4• 
Conventional Evaluation Methods 
Unit Cost 
Machine Cost 
Depreciation Status FOCUS>>> 
Payback 
Net Present Value 
Return on Investment 
Strategic Evaluation Methods 
Cost to Produce 
This machine'• volume, 
variety, and product mix 
I 
-~-----v---------IToday•s markets! 
land products I 
-----------------
This system's volume,range, 
variety, and product mix Cost to Operate/Time Turnaround Time FOCUS>>> I 
Machine Utilization 
overall Shop Productivity 
Variety Tolerance Quality of Product 
---------v-----------
I Tomorrow's markets! 
I and producta I 
---------------------
Jelinek, M. and Goldhar, J. "Economics in the Factory of the Future." CIM Review (Winter 1986): p. 26. 
The existing cost accounting system must be modified to 
reflect the changes of the new manufacturing environment. 
The following list summarizes the major changes to which the 
cost accounting system must adapt.[4, 32] 
1. The cost mix of material, labor, and overhead will 
experience the following changes: material remain unchanged; labor decrease to 1 to 10 percent of total sales; and 
overhead increase to 30 to 45 percent of cost. 
2. The emphasis on controlling direct labor cost will 
disappear treating it as overhead or work cell operating 
costs. 
3. The method used by job and lot costing systems will 
change to process costing. 
4. The breakdown of the overhead cost category will change 
to reflect indirect labor as: manufacturing technicians, 
equipment maintenance labor, and formerly direct labor. 
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D~pr~oi•tion. will go up d1ae to th• incr••••d uaage of 
•flllipaent and aaintenance re1ata4 cQat. 
5. 'l'h• ac,ncept of direct coatinv will r•c•ive aor• tocu.a 
aak~ng the difterence between fixed and varial:)le coat• 
clear. lloditicatlona of inventory evaluation uthod• will be inevitable requiring help froa outaide auditor•. 
6. The loss from acrap, materials, and inefficiency in production processes will be removed from production 
standards to quality control. 
7. The production unit cost will be generated from standard 
cost, machine rates, and work cells putting emphasis on the 
entire product process. 
8. The inventories will be drastically reduced: work in process, little or none due to short manufacturing lead time 
and no staging; finished goods, reduced because of the increased customer needs responsiveness; and raw material, less in consequence of the planned and coordinated vendor deliveries. (Just-in-Time practices) 
9. The slow moving and obsolete products will be reduced or 
eliminated. 
10. Cost accounting will move closer to product design and 
process optimization. 
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4 , 4 FACTORY' s OPERATIOHAL t,mL STRUGGI,ES AND REPLIES 
The production systems that were correct in the paat have 
become an obstacle to the manufacturing organizations of 
today mainly, because these systems are based on the , 
principles of economies of scale, which do not address the 
demands of today's market on manufacturing. The marketplace 
has evolved such that organizations with excellent or 
optimal efficiency levels only will not survive in the long 
run. The characteristics of today's marketplace are 
summarized in Tables. 
Table 8 
The Changing Marketplace 
-----------------------------------------------------------Characteristics 
------------------------------------------------------------+Shorter product life cycle 
+Increased local and worldwide competition 
+Increased customer sophistication 
+Customized products 
+Demands for quality and reliability 
+New users, new uses, more varied customers 
+Worldwide competitive strategies in production, 
distribution marketing, pricing and innovation 
+High variety product lines 
+Fragmented market segments 
+New and more complex technologies built in products 
+Reduced customer loyalty 
+Fractured cost-price relationships in energy, inflation 
-----------------------------------------------------------Goldhar, J. "The Transparent Factory." Cim, March/April 
1985, p. 4. 
Today's marketplace demands products that require 
manufacturing methods that go beyond the conventional ones. 
This will be made more obvious later when the principles of 
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econoai .. of acale and acope are co•pared.- Aa atatad by J. 
Goldhar: 
"Proper traditional engineering and •anagement practices reault in a rigid factory that does its job very efficiently but is unable to respond 
effectively to changes in market demand."[33, l] 
In contrast, production systems based on the concept of 
economies of scope overcome the difficulties confronted by 
traditional production systems. Goldhar has extensively 
researched the principles of economies of scope; his 
findings and theories are reviewed and analyzed next. 
4,4,l ECONOMIES .Ql SCALE VERSUS ECONOMIES Ql SCOPE 
The economies of scale principles argue that higher 
productivity, over a long period of time, results from 
producing standardized products in large quantities in 
centralized and large facilities. Why? Goldhar explains, 
"The traditional economy of scale factory derives its productivity from a combination of physical and 
organizational size which reduces the investments 
cost per unit of installed capacity; volume which 
spreads fixed costs over a larger number of units; 
standardization which reduces information 
requirements; and experience which reduces costs 
through repetition over time.(31, 26] 
Economies of scope concepts support the idea that a single 
facility can manufacture a given number of different 
products at lower unit costs than a combination of separate 
facilities manufacturing an individual product.[36, 89] 
The following statement clarifies this point: 
"Economy of scope allow• for low-cost variety of 
output. Thia aeana that the cost of producing a 
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bundle ot clitterent product contigurationa on a particular piece of aul tilliaaion equipaent i• the 
•••• ••, or, aore likely, l••• than, the coat of producing th• aaae nUllber of piece• of identical deaign on apecialized equipment designed for that particular product configuration."[30, 4] 
The rest ot the differences between manufacturing systems 
baaed on economies of scale and economies of scope concepts 
can be illustrated by comparing the assumptions and the 
characteristics of both systems. This comparison is 
presented in Table 9. 
Table 9 
Economies of Scala Versus Economies of Scope 
------------~--~------------1------------------------------Traditional Manufacturing !Modern Integrated Manufacturing Economies of Scale !Economies of Scope 
----------------------------1------------------------------Fundamental Assumptions 
-----------------------------------------------------------+Efficient 
+Expensive Flexibility 
and variety 
+Big learning curve 
+Task specialization 
+Work as social activity 
+Standardization 
+Separate variable costs 
+Effective 
+Profitable flexibility 
and variety 
+Shortened product life cycle 
+Multimission manufacturing 
+Fewer people 
+Product variety 
+Joint costs 
-----------------------------------------------------------Desirable Operating Characteristics 
-----------------------------------------------------------+Centralization 
+Large plants 
+Balanced lines 
+Smooth flows 
+Standard product design 
+Low rate of change, 
high stability 
+Inventory as a decoupler 
+Focus as an organizing 
concept 
+Job enrichment and 
enlargement 
+Batch systems 
+Decentralization 
+Disaggregated capacity 
+Flexibility 
+Surge and turnaround ability 
+Many custom products 
+Innovation and 
responsiveness 
+Product tied to demand 
+Functional range for repeated 
organization 
+Responsibility tied to 
rewards 
+Flow systems 
-----------------------------------------------------------Jelinek, M. and Goldhar, J. "Economics in the Factory of the Future." Cim Review (Winter 1986): 24. 
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Tbe econoai•• ot •cal• principl .. work on the pr .. 1•• that 
change• are expen•ive, •o the traditional factory welcome• 
•tandardization, centralization, stability, and long 
production runs. Manufacturing managers have grown-up under 
these principles, and have operated the factory under them, 
also. Thia is why managers usually look for operational 
improvements in manufacturing and concentrate on making what 
already exists better, ignoring newly innovated methods. 
Today's manufacturing leadership is still a victim of 
operational necessity, making decisions guided by internal 
performance standards.[41, 3) 
Traditional production systems require a large number of 
organizational levels. These organizational levels are 
necessary due to the plant size, and the weight put on 
controlling and organizing production using traditional 
methods. Commenting on the size of the factory Jelinek and 
Goldhar stated that: 
" ... larger plants are more vulnerable to 
accidents, supply disruption, product obsolescence, 
and technological change. For the factory is more 
difficult to manage, simply because it covers more 
floor space. And because more employees typically 
are involved, communication and supervision become 
more difficult."[51, 22] 
Also, the economies of scale logic suggests that inventory 
levels should remain high in order to optimize plant 
efficiency, which in the opinion of traditional 
:manufacturing managers is a natural necesai ty. Inventory 
levels are used to minimize set-ups and maximize labor 
utilization. The higher the equipment and labor utilization 
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the higher the departaental efticiel¥')' level ahown in the 
aont:hly atandard coat report. Th• reaul t i• that a large 
portion of inventory in atoclt beco••• obsolete and more 
importantly, equipment that haa been purchased to increaaa 
flexibility to deal with product demand variation becomes 
worthless.(51, 22] 
Maintaining inventories on a just-in-case basis instead of a 
just-in-time basis only creates problems; this has motivated 
some traditional firms to look for operations improvement 
through the reduction of inventory: levels. Thia by itself 
results in a major operational problem. Hayes and 
reached the following conclusion. 
"The trouble is, simply pulling work-in-process 
inventory out of a factory will not, by itself, 
lead to such improvements. More likely, it will 
lead to disaster. WIP is there for a reason, 
usually for many reasons; it is a symptom, not the 
disease itself. A long-term program for reducing 
WIP must attack the reasons for its being there in 
the first place: erratic process yields, 
unreliable equipment, long production changeovers 
and set-up times, ever-changing production 
schedules, and suppliers who do not deliver on 
time. Without a cure for these deeper problems, a 
factory's cushion of WIP is often all that stands 
between it and chaos."(45, 70] 
Clark 
When comparing the characteristics of a factory based on the 
economies of scale principles with the characteristics of 
today's marketplace it can be concluded that achieving the 
benefits of economies of scale will not allow the factory to 
survive in the long run. Clearly, the business strategies of 
the traditional factory are incongruous with today's 
business environment. As Goldhar said: 
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•Tb• buain••• atrategi•• t~at 90 vitb ~hi• 
traditional factory are 4 .. iCJDed to acc01111odat• ita 
conatraint• and liaitation• and include 
outaourcing, repoaitioning the product, ottahore 
aanufacturing, price coapatition and 
imitation/follow-the-leader approachea."[30, l] 
In contrast, the manufacturing floor based on the economies 
of acope concept allow• the production of one-at-a-time, 
one-of-a-kind, made-to-order producta.[33, 28] Thia type of 
manufacturing facility presents an attractive alternative to 
the traditional one. Goldhar summarized the operating 
capabilities of this factory as follows: 
1. An Economic Order Quantity approaching one; 
2. Variety is free on the operation floor; 
3. Revenue per unit changes with production volume; 
4. Joint-cost economics: the value of the system depends 
upon the number of different products it can produce and the 
number of processes it can perform; 
5. Adequate response to changes such as product changes, 
market demand, and production mix are feasible; 
6. Continuous production with minimum labor is standard; 
7. Minimal inventory levels and greater accountability are 
possible; 
s. Consistently high levels of quality, accuracy, and 
repeatability are allowed and permitted by the system. 
A manufacturing system designed to achieve economies of 
scope addresses the needs of today's manufacturing 
environment. The organization that integrates these 
capabilities into its strategy will enjoy great advantages 
in this worldwide marketplace of increasingly customized 
products • [ 3 5 , What are the sources of economies of 
1' 
148] 
scope? What are the implications and limitations of 
economies of scope? And, what are the changes required of 
the factory? 
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Goldhar, Talayaum, and Haaaan cited four aourcea of 
aconomi•• of scope for a modern fntegrated aanuf acturing 
ayat8ll:[36,89] 
1. The information about deaign, •anufacturing 
proc•••, and managerial control is con•iderad a 
"public good". Information is valued aa a "public 
good" because, first, there i• not an incremental 
coat for its additional uaage. And second, it can 
be utilized to produce a different variety of 
similar products at a minimal setup cost. 
2. The employment of mul timission or multipurpose 
machinery results in a reduced investment in 
manufacturing equipment and inventory levels. 
3. In some industries, material costs are reduced 
with an operation configuration that minimizes 
material waste. 
4. Labor cost reduction arises, in small amount, 
from the factory floor, and in greater amount, from 
the human resources employed in setting up the 
production system and in designing the products. 
The economies of scope of the modern integrated 
manufacturing facility have implications that range from 
operational to strategic. Goldhar suggests that the 
manufacturing manager must abandon the emphasis on 
productivity, unit material and labor cost, and shift to 
considering: a) integration within the factory and all other 
functions of the organization; b) process and product 
innovations; and c) manufacturing strategies and their 
contribution to the firm's objectives.(30, 5] He evaluates 
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th• productivity of a aanufacturing operation baaed on the 
following criteria:[31, 29] 
1. Ninillua changeover coat• and tiae; 
2. NaxiaUJI flexibility and quick turnaround; 
3. Kinimua downtime for unanticipated maintenance, 
but continuous aaintenanca attention; 
4. Maximwa product-family range; 
5. The ability to adapt to variability in 
materials and process conditiona; 
6. The ability to handle increasingly complex 
product design and technology; 
7. The ability to integrate new process technology 
into the existing system with minimum disruption 
and cost; 
8. Maximum responsiveness to surges in demand. 
These operational changes have strategic and competitive 
implications. For example, reducing the cost of producing a 
variety of products will improve the· competitive position of 
the firm. Shorter set-ups times improve plant capacity, and 
decrease cycle time which reduces delivery lead time and 
inventory costs. A shorter cycle time also improves 
distribution services and allows the production of 
customized low volume products which sell at higher prices 
with acceptable costs.[32, 572] Achieving strategic benefits 
through economies of scope requires a switch from 
emphasizing minimum cost to emphasizing maximum 
effectiveness and profitability. 
However, economies of scope are not unlimited. It has been 
demonstrated that the flexibility of the system reaches a 
level where diseconomies of scope occur.[36,90] Two sources 
of diseconomies of scope exist:[36, 90-91] 
1. Incompatibility and input congestion which is 
explained as follows: 
• . .
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• ••• the incoapatibility and co119eation ot the 
diver•• input• required•• incr•••ingly diver•• purpo••• are aought and partly due to th• 
con•traint• on the functional aobility and 
preci•ion of the aachinery to procaaa auch diverse 
inputs. 
It ahould be noted that avoiding auch difficulty is possible 
but extremely expensive. 
2. Information processing congeation--The 
introduction of product differentiation increases 
to a point where processing information gets 
congested. Thia happens when instructions start 
conflicting with each other as ·distinct objectives 
are required. 
This could be overcome but it would result in lengthy and 
lass efficient information processing. 
The characteristics and differences between the conventional 
manufacturing factory and the modern integrated 
manufacturing factory, based on the economies of scope 
principles, were reviewed and compared. Yet there are still 
more operational problems to be solved in order to make 
manufacturing a competitive weapon. 
4,4.2 MANUFACTURING CHALLENGES 
The new challenges that traditional manufacturing systems 
confront have added to the complexity of the challenges 
experienced before. According to Skinner, these can be 
classified into three groups: (95, 21] 
1. New pressures from outside the firm--increasing 
competition, and marketing pressures; 
2. New problems within the firm--Re-evaluating cost 
control, staffing the operation, and handling 
information; 
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3. Baerging technologi••--Bquipaent deciaiona, 
engineering change•, and material• and proceaaea. 
The manufacturing challenge• are more managerial than 
technical . Moat managers spend too much time on routine 
operational problems, such as quality and production 
delivery schedules, ignoring long-term process improvement 
because of time constraints.(50, 75] Hayes and Clark in a 
study comparing productivity between factories, found that: 
" ••• defective products, mismanaged equipment, and 
excess work-in-process inventory are not only problems in themselves. They are also source• of 
confusion. Many thing• that managers do can confuse 
or disrupt a factory' a operation: erratically 
varying the rate of production, changing a production schedule at the last minute, overriding 
the schedule by expediting orders, changing the 
crews assigned to a given machine, haphazardly 
adding new products, altering the specifications of 
an existing product, or monkeying with the process itself by adding to or altering the equipment 
used."[45, 70] 
Such problems result from the lack of planning skills of 
manufacturing managers that have been only reacting to 
market and environmental variations. For example, consider 
what happens to the process flow during a time of growth. 
"The flow problem--which seems to be a product of haphazard, evolutionary, unplanned, sloppy growth--is really a result of successive waves of market 
stimulus. Every time they [American manufacturers] 
expanded, flows tended to be adversely affected. Soon, flow became spaghetti-like. And, if you tour American manufacturing plants, you' 11 have to 
conclude that it must be a tradition."[101, 40] 
Firms in the u. s. are investing in advanced manufacturing 
systems, but they are utilizing them so poorly that rather 
than closing the competitive gap with Japan the gap is 
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beaoaing .vider.[50, '9] Advanced aanutacturin9 •Y•t••• 
utilization in the U.S.A. i• 52 percent wherea• Japan i• at 
84 percent. (Utilization i• defined as the ratio between 
real production and total time of the operation) In the 
U.S.A., modern manufacturing systems, supported by the 
scientific management of Taylorism, become a group of 
equipment for a high-volume, standardized production 
1 ine. ( 50, 71] 
Jaikumar points out how badly American firms need to learn 
how to employ new technology in order to gain competitive 
advantages. 
"This does not mean investing in more equipment; in today's manufacturing environment, it is how the 
equipment is used that is important. Success comes from achieving continuous process improvement through organizational learning and 
experimentation."[50, 70] 
Larger firms experience the most difficulties in taking 
advantage of the flexibility offered by advanced 
manufacturing systems. After equipment is installed and 
tested the firm's main objective is to maximize the running 
time per set-up of what is viewed as complex and expensive 
machinery .(66, 253-255] Jaikumar reported that all of the 
cases he studied reflected an "astonishing lack of 
flexibility". He continued saying that advanced systems, 
" ••• in many cases, perform worse than the 
conventional technology they replace. The technology itself ia not to blame; it is manageaent that makes the differenca."(50, 69] 
This lack of flexibility begins in the development stage. 
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Tb• de•ign•r• uaually do not underatand the level ot 
flexibility tor which th• organization i• prepared, and they 
develop a coaplex, flexible ayat811 that production peraonnel 
cannot operate properly. 
As stated previously, manufacturing management focuses on 
individual machines without consideration for the total 
manufacturing system. This results in a manufacturing system 
based on "islands-of-automation" which misses most of the 
benefits that integration generates.[51, 23] As Jelinek and 
Goldhar stated: 
"The island-of-automation approach grows in part 
from replacement--trigger thinking and extend• the 
add-a-little, change-a-little mentality of 
incremental advancement. If only small advances in 
such measures as productivity, utility, and quality 
are to be expected, such an approach is reasonable. 
But technological changes today off er orders-of-
magni tude shifts."[51, 23] 
Another problem in manufacturing is that during the first 
year of the introduction of an advanced manufacturing system 
firms experience productivity decline. [54, 89] This 
productivity decline results, mainly, from the lack of 
planning skills in manufacturing. 
"These productivity declines can last up to a year, 
even longer when a radical new technology ••. is 
installed. Apparently, the new equipment introduces 
severe and unanticipated process disruptions, which 
lead to equipment breakdowns that are higher than 
expected; to operating, repair, and maintenance 
problems; to scheduling and coordination 
difficulties; to revised materials standards; and 
to old-fashioned confusion on the factory 
floor."[54, 89] 
Although better planning alleviates the situation, some 
operating struggles should be anticipated at the beginning. 
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However, it thi• i• ignored, further probl .. • are created. 
•Everyone expects a t81lporary drop in efficiency•• 
equipment i• installed and worker• learn to uae it. 
But aanager• often underaatiaate the coatly ripple 
etf acts of new equipment on inventory, quality, 
equipment utilization, reject rates, downtime, and 
material waste."(45, 68-69] 
Managers overreact to these problems instead of planning to 
control and manage them. Proper preparation for the 
introduction of a new system should minimize thaae problems. 
It should be restated that the installation of new equipment 
alone is not the solution to the competitive difficulties of 
most American corporations. However, this still is not clear 
and understood in the mind of most American manufacturing 
executives. Hayes and Clark maintain: 
"Our findings suggest that there are other things 
they ought to do first, things that take less time 
to show results and are much less expensive."(45, 
69] 
Thurwarchter has said: 
"We have learned the hard way in automation that 
simplification is a prerequisite for success."(106, 
81] 
And, Meredith has stated: 
"Automation demands excellence of management--
lacking that, it will not pay off. The greatest 
mistake a firm can make is to automate the 
production process that is in place--we have yet to 
find a firm whose existing manufacturing process 
could not be improved. Before automation, 
systemize."[67, 60] 
The application of computers to the manufacturing process as 
is, encourages modern manufacturing technologies to fail 
because they aust work under •i•ply defined and fully 
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underatood proceaaaa.[63, 43] ) 
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According to Schonberger, automation focuses on the handling 
ot material instead of adding value to the proceaa.(87, 98] 
Thia results from modernizing without first carefully 
simplifying and eliminating the unnecessary movement of 
material and arranging the product line correctly. 
4,4,2,1 OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
Advanced manufacturing systems require the aimplif !cation 
and systemization of the production floor prior to 
implementation. Simplification requires the elimination of 
non-value added tasks. Systemizing reduces the risk of 
failure associated with the modifications required before 
the introduction of advanced manufacturing systems. 
"In more than one firm the preparation for 
automation, usually known as systemization (correcting data records, simplifying production 
processes, redesigning the product for automated 
manufacture), was so effective that the automated 
equipment was not needed immediately. This allowed 
management to better plan and prepare for the 
eventual automation."[67, 60) 
Schonberger believes that American firms can improve their 
manufacturing capability "without mortgaging" their 
future.(87, 95] He sustains that frugality is not outmoded, 
._ ... ..I" 
and it pays today, too. The following is a series of 
recommendations for improving manufacturing/operations prior 
to the introduction of aanufacturing innovationa.[87, 95] 
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1. Obtain•• much aa poaaibl• froa conventional and 
pr•••nt faciliti•• prior to implU1anting a large 
scale autoaation project. 
2. Maintain control of the manufacturing atratagy 
rather than turning it over to recently hired 
engineers, computer apecialiata, or turnkey 
automation consultants. 
3. Develop the ability to modify, customize, 
improve, and simplify acquired equipment. Trusting 
that general-purpose machines will be perfect for 
your company is a mistake, and the need for 
modifications is gradually increasing. 
4. Ba careful with larger, faster machines and 
production lines. Their attributes call for 
production policies that conflict with the present 
ones. 
5. Be aware that large machines connected by long 
conveyors separate the human elements, making it 
harder for merging processes, and results in poor 
accountability. "Automation has the potential to 
lower costs and minimize variations in quality, but 
it makes sense only when it solves clear-cut 
problems and when it costs less than simpler 
solutions introduced incrementally." [87, 95] 
6. Consider small machines that have the 
flexibility of being dispersed in multiple lines 
and cells. 
7. Understand that focusing on work cells and flow 
lines presents a method of preparing for flexible 
manufacturing. 
"Industry is ready to change its ways, and now we 
know what to do: simplify and reduce, simplify and 
integrate, simplify and expect results."[88, 218] 
Schonberger recommends further:[89, 63] 
1. Reduce reach distances. 
2. Abridge flow distances. 
3. Arrange tools and parts so they are easy to 
reach and in precise locations. 
4. Build packages, containers, racks, and fixtures 
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to facilitate eaay graap of tool• and parta. 
5. Deaign device• to detect co1111on errora. 
"The •o•t important thing to keep in •ind is that 
focusing, grouping and precisely arranging--
pegboard thinking--are necessary precursors to 
flexible manufacturing"[B7, 99] 
Schonberger ha• also published what he calls "nine hidden 
lessons in simplicity": (88] 
1. Management technology is a highly transportable 
commodity. 
2. Just-in-time production exposes problems 
otherwise hidden by excess inventories and staff. 
3. Quality begins with production, and requires a 
company-wide habit of improvement. 
4. culture is no obstacle; techniques can change 
behavior. 
5. Simplify, and goods will flow like water. 
6. Flexibility opens doors. 
7. Travel light and make numerous trips-like the 
water beetle. 
8. More self-improvement, fewer programs, less 
specialist intervention. 
9. Simplicity is the natural state. 
His advice concerning manufacturing technology is as 
follows: 
"Do not put in equipment simply to displace labor. 
Equipment cannot think or solve problems, humans 
can. Our past failures to use shop floor people as 
problem-solvers have shaped the view of labor as a 
problem, the world class manufacturing view is that 
equipment is a problem, and labor is an 
opportunity ••• The main advantage that equip•ent has 
ia to decrease variability: uniform motions, 
uniform cycle time, and quality ••• Where there i• 
skill at managing equipment, there is raa9on to 
press for automation at a faster pace, because 
world-class aanufacturing d&11anda the capability of 
11achinea and automation to reduce variability."[89, 
75] 
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In the opinion of otb.era1 
• .. . raadi•• don•t •tart with coaputer-int9CJrated 
unufacturing, but with •i11Pl•r approach••--•uch •• 
atraightening out the flow of aaterial into the 
plant and out to the cuatOJ1ar.•c101, 39] 
"The bast approach ••• ia to begin aggr•••ivaly 
iaproving the funduentala of aanufacturing--that i•, to create a culture of excellence, effectively 
manage product design, optimize factory floor 
layout, maintain adequate process controls, 
standardize manufacturing, reduce lot sizes and 
lead time, provide a well--organized work place, 
and, perhaps most important, involve people." [71, 
43] 
Understanding and acting on the opportunities for 
improvement prior to the introduction of an advanced 
manufacturing system is imperative to an effective and 
efficient manufacturing floor. 
Japanese manufacturing philosophies offer potential 
solutions to the operational problems of American factories. 
Schonberger is also a promoter of the introduction of 
Japanese techniques to the American manufacturing floor. 
"The Japanese have had little trouble learning our 
techniques, and we will have little trouble 
learning theirs."(88, 14] 
However, others believe that the West should not copy the 
Japanese factories. (5, 25] But Japanese philosophies can 
improve American factories if managers give proper attention 
to the differences between the two cultures. Tables 10, 11, 
and 12 list some of the differences and similarities 
existing between the two cultures. 
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Table 10 
Waat 
Characteriatic• of Kanag .. ent and Organization 
Japan 
Personnel 
strict separation between Company life and private life 
things in one company and employee are two 
Ha• a say and ia Devoted and dependent 
independent 
Company training courses 
without examinations 
Little job rotation 
Passive indirect 
participation 
Competition between 
individuals 
Company training courses 
with examinations 
Great deal of job rotation 
Active direct participation 
and indoctrination 
Competition between groups 
Organization 
Clear-cut delineation 
between functions 
Function descriptions 
and classification 
Greater need for self-
assertion 
Function and role are 
identical 
No clear-cut delineation 
between functions 
No function description 
and classification 
Greater need for 
coordination 
Emphasis on role more than 
on function, also in 
language usage 
Line weak as compared with Line strong as compared 
staff, sharp distinction with staff, little 
Great span of control 
Few or no problem-oriented 
groups 
distinction 
Small span of control 
Many small problem-oriented 
groups and multidisciplinary 
project teams 
Management 
Higher management 
position rapidly; 
changes Higher management does not 
often change position rapidly; 
from the legal or 
commercial field 
Short-term successes 
Management authoritarian 
and controlling 
Individual takes decisions 
Vertical coJDlllunication 
weak and/or one-sided 
often from R&D and/or 
production field 
Long-term benefits 
Management paternalistic 
and watchful 
Decisions emerge 
collectively (with a great 
deal of consultation and 
lobbying) 
Two-aided vertical 
coJDJ11unication and by-
P••••• 
contrast between manage- Cooperation between 
aent and workers and great aanag811ent and worker• and 
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external difference• in 
atatua 
no external ditterenc•• in 
atatwa 
Appraiaal 
aeault attributed to an 
individual 
In appraiaing th• leader, 
the parforaanca of hi• 
group plays hardly any part 
Age and length of ••rvica 
play a aaall part in pay-
aant and proaotion 
Scarcely any link between 
payment and company 
results 
Reault• attributed to the 
group 
In appraiaing th• leader, 
th• perforaance of hi• 
group play• a great part 
Age and length ot ••rvice 
play a great part in payment 
and promotion 
Part of wage aa bonua 
depends on company results 
and behaviour/performance 
Bolwijn, P. T. and Brinkman, s. "Japanese Manufacturing: Strategy and Practice." Long Range Planning (February 1987): 25. 
Table 11 
A Comparison of Western and Japanese culture 
Western 
Confrontation with the 
outside world 
Christianity concerned with 
absolute moral values, good 
and evil, and redemption of 
the soul 
What to live for 
Future and abstract 
God makes man great 
Society is built on 
legalistic contractual 
relationships 
Individualistic orientation 
Behaviour controlled by 
rules and punishments and 
rewards 
"Attribution" groups are 
iaportant (family,class, 
occupation) 
Weak hierarchical structure 
and contractual relationship• 
Japanese 
Adaption to the outside 
world 
Buddhism and Shinto aimed 
at avoiding worries and 
anxieties 
Confucianism provides an 
ethical code for behaviour ( 'The Way') 
How to live 
Present and tangible 
Man makes 'The Way' great 
Society is built on direct 
personal relationships 
Group orientation, group 
egoism 
Behaviour controlled by 
group adaption. Departures 
from group nora are 
accompanied by feelings of 
shoe 
"Frame" groups are important (neighbourhood, department, 
co•pany, nation) 
strong hierarchical 
structure and direct personal 
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Contractual relationahip• 
baaed on right• and duties 
Education aimed at personal 
developaent and indepen-
dence 
Iaportant values are 
freedom and personal 
conscience 
' . ..-.,·, ' 
relationahipa 
Peraonal relationahip• 
baaed on autual m,ligationa 
and autual dependence 
Education aimed at 
cooperation and dependence 
Important value• are 
security and obedience 
Bolwijn, P. T. and Brinkman, s. "Japanese Manufacturing: Strategy and Practice." Long Range Planning (February 1987): 
25. 
Table 12 
The Most Desired Executive Qualities 
Japan U.S.A. 
1. Leadership and 1. Innovativeness and 
initiative to achieve openness to new ideas 
medium and long-term 
company growth 
2. Broad knowledge 2. Ability to build an 
about the company organization and lead 
and its business its members 
3. Ability to build an 3. Trustworthiness to 
organization and lead shareholders and 
its members creditors 
4. Unwavering philosophy 4. Broad knowledge 
and principle about the company 
and its business 
5. Fairness 5. Leadership and 
initiative to achieve 
medium and long-term 
company growth 
"Quality and Its Impact on CIM. "CIM Strategies." September 
1987. p. 2. 
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r' 4.~ AVAWTX ,ascoHCBPrIQH AND ADJUS'l'MENTS 
Conventional aanufacturing ayatema asauaa that the 
achievement of high quality requires the aacrif ice of 
productivity gain and cost effectiveness. This conception is 
found among workers, supervisors, middle level aanagera, and 
top manufacturing executives. They do not comprehend how 
quality affects company profitability.(92, 48] 
"American manufacturers have habitually thought of 
cost, quality and service in terms of tradeoffs. 
They have taken it for granted that higher quality 
means higher manufacturing costs or longer 
throughput time."[41, 5] 
" ... executives seem to believe that the higher 
quality requires manufacturing techniques 
incompatible with lower costs and higher 
productivity."[92, 47] 
Conventionally, quality has been inspected into the product 
after the fact under the responsibility of production and 
quality control personnel. The quality level of American 
products has decayed to a level where firms are experiencing 
market share loss. Quality failure reduces sales and 
competitive position, but more importantly lessens customer 
loyalty. [92, 50] 
Despite the PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategy) results 
at Harvard University, the strategic significance of 
quality to business has not gained a lot of recognition 
uaong scholars or business aanagera. [ 3 7, 9] Shetty found 
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tbat coapani•• do not pay aor• attention to quality tor th• 
following reaaona: Ii 
1. Detri•ental effect on coat• and productivity. 
2. Lack of data concerning coat associated with poor quality. 
3. Perception that there ware few opportunities by 
which quality could improve productivity.[92] 
If American institutions do not reform this concept about 
quality, they won't be able to utilize quality in their 
competitive strategy. The result, according to John A. 
Young, CEO of Hewlett Packard, will be 
corporate suicide".(92, 46) 
"tantamount to 
This reform can be accomplished through a Total Quality 
Control approach which demands changes at the operational 
and strategic levels. However, there are some obstacles to a 
Total Quality Control approach that need to be overcome 
first. Some of them are:(82, 3] 
1. The lack of common vision among all departments. 
2. The lack of incentives for product and process 
engineers. 
3. The poor manufacturing management 
characterized by impatience, and a work force 
overmanaged and underled. 
4. The attempt to use tethnology only to 
quality. 
improve 
5. The usage of statistical process control (SPC) 
as the only quality improvement and control 
methodology. 
6. The utilization of quality data prone to error 
and time lags for controlling quality. 
7. The perception that there are only differences 
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between coapaniaa, ignoriftCJ the C011110nality between induatriaa. 
The main problem is building quality into the product, 
rather than nurturing the environment with a work force that 
believes that quality ia free. To accomplish this, the 
definition of quality, quality control, and quality 
management needs to reflect the point that quality is not 
an "after-the-fact" function for one particular 
department. ( 82, 2] Manufacturing managers must understand 
that product quality is one of the answers to the global 
.!) 
/f:: competitive problem of the American industries. Al so, 
~I 
managers must recognize quality as a powerful component of 
a competitive strategy that increases productivity, 
profitability and sales.[92, 46] 
"Shifting competitive environments and changing 
customer expectations are forcing American business 
to rethink product quality. Companies must learn 
that quality is a powerful ingredient in a 
successful competitive strategy. Overwhelming 
evidence concerning its relationship to costs, 
sales, competition, and profitability shows that 
product quality is increasingly essential to 
success in an intensely competitive global 
market.[92, 52] 
studies demonstrated that quality is among the best 
contributors to improving profitability and acquiring 
competitive advantage. (92, 46] Organizations that want to 
take advantage of this finding need to consider the 
following elements:[92, 46] 
1. Get top executives involved in order to 
provide commitment. 
3. Acknowledge the significance of quality as a 
gg 
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atrat99ic aatter. 
3. Be aware that people are the key. 
4. Develop and eatabliah quality indicators, 
standard•, performance evaluation. 
5. Employ customer-driven quality standards. 
6. Utilize total quality management to acquire the 
desired results. 
Today's leading firms follow the following process 
steps : [ 4 2 , 11 ] 
1. Attain commitment from top-management. 
2. Form an improvement steering council. 
3. Get total management participation. 
4. Promote team participation. 
5. Attain individual participation. 
6. Develop a system improvement team. 
7. Establish supplier involvement actions. 
8. Form system quality assurance activities. 
9. Prepare and implement short and long range 
improvement strategies. 
10. Establish an evaluation and recognition system. 
Others recommendations include:(82, 3] 
1. Involve people where decisions are made. 
2. Develop and implement a plan with a goal of zero 
defect. 
3. Collect quality related information at the 
source. 
4. Delegate quality responsibility to operators. 
5. Furnish operators with tools and training. 
6. Design products with process design in •ind. 
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7. Neaaure perfonaanoe of d••i9n•r• baaed on quality not quantity. 
a. Reduce Engineering Change Order• (ECO•) to zero. 
9. Utilize vendors certification programs. 
Organizations that recognize the strategic importance of 
product quality will have lass resistance to adapt these 
suggestions. 
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5,o STftA'l'IGIC PLNfHIHG 1:...i1.1• •• ~ t ~r TT .. '" PQB COMPETITIVE JWIUFAC'l'QBilfG 
Thi• thesis has investigated the •anufacturing function, its 
environment, major struggles, and changes required in order 
to become a competitive global manufacturer. This 
investigation demonstrates that the current American 
manufacturing position results from a lack of manufacturing 
strategies and poor management practices. This section of 
the thesis provides a conceptual manufacturing model and a 
set of tools which can help the management of manufacturing 
industries improve competitiveness. 
Managers must recognize that manufacturing is a dynamic 
system affected by its internal and external forces, 
resources and organizational structure. These forces are 
illustrated in Figure V. Competitive manufacturing 
strategies require the understanding of how the components 
of the system interact. The anticipation of the outcomes 
resulting from these interactions guides the development of 
competitive manufacturing strategies. 
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Figure v 
The Manufacturing Syata• Environment 
-------------------EXTERNAL FORCES 
-------------------Business Objectives 
Competition 
Markets 
--------------> customers <----------
V 
----------RESOURCES 
----------Human 
Technology 
Economy 
Regulations 
Society 
. I 
I 
--------v-----------MANUFACTURING 
V 
------------ORGANIZATION 
------------Structure 
Culture Technology Financial<--------> 
R & D <---> Power 
Product design 
Process Design 
Production Process 
Distribution 
Customers Services & 
Support 
Expertise 
/\ Suppliers I 
________ A __________ _ 
I 
I 
-------------------
1 INTERNAL FORCES 
I 
-------------------
1 Integration 
Politics 
Leadership 
/\ 
----------------->Strength & Weakness <---------Control 
Business Approaches 
Technology 
-------------------A /\ 
Manufacturing competitiveness comes from two sources: 
manufacturing technology and managerial integration.[3, 146] 
These sources of competitiveness require the adoption of 
strategic planning insight needed to guide the integration 
of technology, manufacturing, people, and marketing. In an 
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att .. pt to lover the riak ot tailur•, Arthur And•r••n, co. 
ha• auggeated thr•• principl•• for attaining an effective 
level of integration: •siaplify. Automata. Integrate."[107, 
83] Figure VI offer• an enhanced method which eaphaaizes 
the •tratagic planning aspect of a competitive •anufacturer. 
The enhancement results from the addition of an assessment 
phase which considers the interaction of manufacturing with 
its environment. The objective of the assessment phase is to 
dictate the direction to be taken toward global 
,{. 
competitiveness. 
MARKET 
------
Figure VI 
Principles of Integration 
-------------------BUSINESS OBJECTIVES 
-------------------
-----------COMPETITION 
-----------
I 
I 
----------- I 
--------------------1 ASSESS 1-----------------1---------1 1---------1 I SIMPLIFY! 1---------1 1---------1 I AUTOMATE! 1---------1 1---------1 
I INTEGRATE I 
-----------
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5,1 THE PROCESS AND TOQI§ 
A• argued in this thesis, moat of the manutacturing 
perplexities, today, result from the organization's poor 
management abilities which arise from a lack of strategic 
perspective in management decisions. The strategic process 
planning presented in Figure VII helps manufacturing 
managers guide their decisions. This process emphasizes that 
manufacturing decisions must possess a strategic perspective 
congruent with the firm's business objectives. 
Figure VII 
Integrated Strategic Planning Process 
------->SELECT OBJECTIVES------. 
I ----------------- I I A V 
------------------- I ----------------EVALUATE AND UPDATE>---->1<----->ASSESS SITUATION 
------------------- I -------1--------
"' I V 
---------1------ I -----------------MAINTAIN SUPPORT<--------->!<-------> ANALYZE STRENGTHS 
---------------- I AND WEAKNESSES 
V 
FEEDBACK 
---------------
A 
ASSIGN PRIORITY<------------>! 
AND IMPLEMENT I 
--------------- I 
A I 
I 
------- I 
OBTAIN<---------------->! 
SUPPORT I 
------- I 
A V 
V 
---~-------------
<------->STUDY THREATS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 
V 
-----------------<--------->SET MANUFACTURING 
STRATEGIES ________________ ..,, 
------------
----------------- DEVELOP PLAN<-------------
------------
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The objective of the strategic planning methodology is to 
prepare a course of action for achieving competitive 
advantages through manufacturing and to get the organization 
to recognize and utilize these competitive advantages. This 
process consists of four phases: preparation, development, 
implementation, and evaluation. Each phase will be defined 
and explained next. However, the definition and explanation 
will be brief; emphasis will be placed on the tools used in 
the process and on how they differ from other methods.(For 
more details see references 38, 43, and 80.) 
The purpose of the preparation stage is to organize the 
strategic planning process itself by establishing the 
resources needed for the process, and creating a frame of 
reference to follow. This frame of reference starts with 
the selection of the business objectives to be accomplished 
followed by the assessment of the organization's current 
manufacturing position with respect to markets, competitors 
and future trends. The next step is the analysis of the 
organization's strengths and weaknesses, and threats and 
opportunities. The heart of this step relies on the 
manufacturing planning database which in communication with 
the corporate database provides real time feedback to any 
member of the planning team anywhere in the world. It also 
has interactive capabilities for easy update. These 
capabilities are extremely important because they allow the 
active participation of members who can obtain and provide 
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vital inforaation on external and internal condition• 
affecting aanufacturing. 
The development phase consist• of the generation of a set of 
manufacturing strategies and the creation of an approved 
plan. "Approved plan" means that top executives and 
manufacturing managers have committed 100 percent to the 
plan and its implications. The next step, the implementation 
phase, requires that the plan be prioritized and that 
manufacturing prepares for its implementation. After all the 
deciaions have been implemented, the plan objectives and the 
commitment obtained from top officials should be reviewed 
with all members of the organization. Finally, the 
evaluation and update phase reviews the current conditions 
and position of manufacturing with respect to the assessment 
phase and any new developments which have .occurred. 
THE TOOLS 
Existing planning methods when properly modified provide 
tools which can guide manufacturing toward global 
competitiveness. The tools to be discussed next have been 
extracted and redesigned from references [12], [77], [78], 
and [85]. They are altered based on the findings of this 
thesis. 
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Th• llanutacturing Strategic Pour-Factor Analy•i• require• 
the identification of the force• and constraint• concerning 
the strategic poai tion of manufacturing. It conaiats of 
a list of all key areas and factors to consider when 
positioning manufacturing strategically. Four factors are 
considered: external environment, internal environment, 
manufacturing management resources, and organizational 
forces. Each factor has a set of characteristics that depend 
on the manufacturing conditions of each organization. Figure 
VIII presents the characteristics of the forces aff acting 
manufacturing. Manufacturing executives with planning 
responsibility must consider each one of these 
characteristics in their decisions. 
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Figure VIII 
Manufacturing Strategic Pour-Factor Analy•i• 
-------------MANUFACTURING 
MANAGEMENT 
RESOURCES 
-------------
---------------------EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
--------------------Business Objectives 
Worldwide Competition 
Opportunities 
Threats 
Technology 
Market Characteristics 
-----------------------
I\ 
--------------ORGANIZATIONAL 
FORCES 
---------------
Human <-----------> 
Structure 
<------------>Climate 
Management 
Style 
Managerial 
Policies 
Technology 
Expertise 
Planning 
R&D 
Business approaches 
V 
INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
--------------------Integration 
Product & Process 
life cycle 
Control 
Performance 
Rewards 
Technology 
manufacturing techniques 
engineering techniques 
business techniques 
information technology 
Production Economics 
-------------------------
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MAIIQPA<,'TDRIHG CAPABILITY PRQPIJI 
The purpoae of the Manufacturing Capability Profile 
technique is to study the current strategic position of 
manufacturing. This study considers the manufacturing 
strengths and weaknesses and compares them with the threats 
and opportunities existing in the external environment. 
Figure IX provides four of the most crucial capabilities 
required in manufacturing today: managerial, competitive, 
operational, and technological. In this profile chart each 
capability component is assessed and marked according to its 
appropriate level. 
Figure IX 
Manufacturing Capabilities Profile 
------------------------------------------------------------MANAGERIAL 
Competition aggressiveness 
Strategic & Planning Skills 
Changing Conditions Responses 
Meeting Changing Technology 
Attracting Creative Employees 
Entrepreneurial Orientation 
Communication & Control 
Organizational Flexibility 
Effectiveness 
Participative Management 
COMPETITIVE 
Product Quality & Reliability 
customer satisfaction 
Product Value and Cost 
Product customization 
Shorter Product Life Cycle 
Product Variety 
Global Market Penetration 
High Barriers to Entry 
0 25% 50% 75% 100\ 
1------1------1------1------1 
Meeting Markets Characteristics~~~~~~~~~~~~~--R, D Investment 
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PROCESS 
0 251 501 751 1001 
1------1-..----1------1------1 Flexibility and Turnaround 
Proc••• Technology Integration Changeover Coat and Ti•• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Economies of Scope 
Hew Material & Process Usage 
Decentralization 
Responsiveness to Innovations 
Effectiveness 
Control & Accuracy 
Distributed Processing 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
Value Added to Product 
Integration and Synergy 
Technology in Product 
Technology Management 
Incentives 
Planning Horizon 
Financial Encouragement 
Management Commitment 
Coupling with Tech Development 
Technology Investment 
------------------------------------------------------------
WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS, AND STRENGTHS {WOTS-UP) 
The WOTS-UP technique analyzes whether manufacturing is 
prepared to confront the challenges its environment 
presents. Using the information gathered from the 
Manufacturing Capabilities Profile, WOTS-UP identifies 
environmental trends and market opportunities and threats 
and matches them with the organizational internal 
capabilities and manufacturing strengths and weaknesses. The 
relationships among these categories need to be analyzed in 
order to prepare effective manufacturing strategies. Figure 
X shows the focus of WOTS-UP analysis and Figure XI shows 
the relationships among the categories. 
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Pigure X Environmental Trends and Internal Capabiliti•• Focu• ot WOTS 
----------------~------------------------------------------
--------------------
-------------ENVIRONMENTAL TRENDS----------. 
--------------------
-------------
-------OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 
-------------
-------
---------
--------STRENGTHS WEAKNESS 
--------- ---~-----
------------!------------------CAPABILITIES----------------
------------
-----------------------------------------------------..------From (86, 60] 
Figure XI 
Relationships of WOTS-UP Categories 
-----------------------------------------------------------
OPPORTUNITIES<.----------.>THREATS 
• • 
• • 
V • • V STRENGTHS<------------>WEAKNESSES 
-----------------------------------------------------------From [86, 62] 
The information gathered about the organization's internal 
capabilities and external environment is recorded and 
evaluated utilizing the worksheet in Figure XII. 
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Pi9QN XII 
llanufacturing WOTS-UP Worksheet 
OPPORTOlfITIES THREATS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 
The vulnerability analysis assists the planning team in 
assessing manufacturing with respect to essential factors 
for survival and the conditions that could destroy these 
survival factors. It considers environmental threats, their 
implications and their impacts if these threats become 
reality. Figure XIII and XIV provide 
analysis worksheet and assessment chart. 
the vulnerability 
The procedure tor 
conducting a vulnerability analysis is as follows: 
1. Describe survival factors; 
2. Identify threats to aanutacturing; 
3. Batabliah i1tplicationa; 
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4. Rank iapact of illplicationa, 
5. latiaate probability ot occurrence, 
6. Identify reaction• or contingency plans in 
event of occurrence and rank th .. , 
7. Chart iapact and reaction ratings using the 
vulnerability aaaeaament chart. 
8. Enter vulnerability aaaesament. 
Figure XIII 
Manufacturing Vulnerability Analysis 
-----------------------------------------------------------SURVIVALITHREATS IIMPLICATIONSIIMPACTIPROB.jREACTIONIASSESS-
FACTORS I I I 0-10 I 0-1 I 0-10 IMENT 
-----------------------------------------------------------COMMITMENT 
----~------------------------------------------------------HUMAN 
RESOURCES 
-----------------------------------------------------------TECHNOLOGY 
-----------------------------------------------------------PRODUCT 
QUALITY 
-----------------------------------------------------------CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 
-----------------------------------------------------------FLEXIBILITY 
-----------------------------------------------------------RESPONSIVENESS 
-----------------------------------------------------------EFFECTIVENESS 
-----------------------------------------------------------ECONOMY OF 
SCOPE 
-----------------------------------------------------------INTEGRATION 
-----------------------------------------------------------COMPETITION 
-----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
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High 
Impact 
of 
Threat 
Low 
Figure XIV 
Vulnerability Assessment Chart 
101-----------------1----------------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5 1-----------------1----------------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 ,----------------------------------, 
0 
Low 
5 
Reaction 
10 
High 
CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 
The Critical Success Factors method examines the 
manufacturing survival factors and provides directives for 
the development of the manufacturing objectives. A three-
step procedure has been suggested: [85,86] 
1. Generate success factors by answering the following 
question: 
What does it take to be successful in manufacturing? 
2. Refine Critical Success Factors into objectives: 
What should the organization's objectives be with respect to 
the CSF? 
3. Identify performance measurements. 
Figure XV shows an example of manufacturing Critical Success 
Factors. 
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Figure XV 
Manufacturing Critical Success Factors 
---------------------------------~------------------Critical succesa Factora Performance Measurement 
-----------------------------------------------------------Flexibility 
Product Quality 
Production Operations 
Market success 
Technology 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Minimum Changeover 
customer Satisfaction 
Effectiveness & Efficiency 
Market Share 
Integration Level 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-----------------------------------------------------------
COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 
M. Porter, in his research, has identified five major 
competitive forces influencing industry attractiveness: 
entry barriers, determinants of supplier power, rivalry 
determinants, determinants of substitution threats, and 
',~/~' 
r~ determinants of buyer power. [7~ Figure XVI, Competitive 
Forces, and Figure XVII, Competitive Industry Analysis, have 
been developed based on these forces. The competitive 
industry analysis worksheet consists of ten of the most 
vital factors for a manufacturing organization. These 
factors are the basis for strategically positioning an 
organization in the global economy. The guidelines that the 
worksheet in Figure XVII offer can help manufacturing to: 
a) identify the key factors driving industry 
competition. 
b) pinpoint where to find the greatest strategic payoff. 
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c) poaition the coapany for future co•p•titive 
advantagaa. 
Figure XVI 
Competitive Forces 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Bargaining Rivalry 
Power of Among Firms 
Buyers " 
I I 
I I 
V I 
------------- I ------------1current I V I Potential I 
Buainess----->ICompetitivel<----->I Competitive! 
Objectives !Position A I Position I 
Bargaining 
Power of 
Suppliers 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Industry/technology 
Factors 
----------Resultant I 
Position I 
I 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Figure XVII 
Competitive Industry Analysis 
-----------------------------------------------------------1. potential rate of growth of industry 
0% 3% 6% 9% 12% 15% 18% 21% 24% >25 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
2. Ease of entry into industry 
No Barriers • • • • • • :No entry • • • • • • 
3. Intensity of competition among firms 
Competition • • • • • • No Competition • • • • • • 
4. Degree of product substitutability 
Many __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :Nona 
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5. Degree of dependency on product• or aervica• 
Bi9h __ z. __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :Lov 
6. DeCJr•• of bargaining power buyer•, cuatoaer• po••••• 
Buyer teraa __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :Sellar terms 
7. Degree of bargaining power suppliera & vendors possess 
Suppliers tarma __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :Purchaaing terms 
8. Degree of technological usage in industry 
High : : : : : : :Low 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
9. Rate of innovation in industry 
Rapid : : : : : : :None 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
10. Management capability 
Many Capable : : : : : : :Few Capable 
-------------
-----------------------------------------------------------Adapted from [85, 113] 
THE VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS 
The Value Chain tool, introduced by M. Porter [ 7 9 , 3 3] , 
provides a method of studying the performance and 
interaction of the activities of a firm that offer 
competitive advantage. It helps to identify, create and 
sustain competitive advantage by dividing the firm into its 
activities. The strategic benefits, cost behavior, and 
differentiation sources of these activities can be 
understood. Figure XVIII shows the generic value chain 
developed by M. Porter. 
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Figure XVIII 
Porter'• Generic Value Change 
s Al ------------------··-----------------------------u cf Firm Infrastructure 
p ti 
------------------------------------------------
• p if Human Resource Managament 
0 v< ---------1----------1---------
---------
------- • r ii Technology Development 
• t ti ---------1----------1---------
---------
------- M • ii Procurement I a 
af I I r • s I I g • I I i 
I I n • I I 
---------,----------,--------- --------- ------- • Inbound IOperationsjOutbound Marketing Service Logistics I !Logistics 
' 
Sales 
• 
-------------------------------------------------
V 
Primary Activities 
-----------------------------------------------------------From [78, 32] 
The main idea in the value chain is that competitive 
advantage cannot be understood by looking at the firm as a 
whole because advantages exist in the different activities 
that a firm performs.[79, 33] Therefore, it is recommended 
(79,45] to isolate and separate out activities that have 
different • economics, have a high potential impact of 
differentiation, or represent a significant or growing 
proportion of cost. Competitive advantage in manufacturing 
is reached by coordinating and optimizing the linkage of the 
activities in the value chain. 
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TICRHQIDGY ASSESSIIQT 
Aa••••ing manufacturing technology aids the organization in 
determining it its present technology usage is congruent 
with its competitive position. The assessment involves 
finding the current level of technology being used by the 
firm and its competitors, and the emerging technologies 
affecting the firm's industry. After that, the firm must 
determine the importance of manufacturing technology by 
answering the following questions: 
1. How important is technology to the success of 
the business? 
2. How strong is our current and future position 
with respect to this technology?(85, 117] 
The answers to these questions will determine the firm's 
manufacturing position as a technology follower or a leader. 
The result of this evaluation can be obtained by plotting 
these answers in the matrix presented in Figure XIX. 
High 
Technology 
Importance 
Figure XIX 
Technology Assessment Matrix 
--------------------------------I Pursue 
I Aggressively 
I 
!Commitment or 
!Defensive or 
!Move out 
--------------------------------Low I Make the best I Massive 
I Focus on I Redirection 
I importance I 
---------------------------------High 
(Leader) 
Low 
(Follower) 
Technology Position 
In formulating a strategy M. Porter suggests the following 
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atapa1[7t, 111-2001 
1. Identify all of the diatinct taclinologi•• and 
aubtechnologi•• in th• value ahain. · 
2. Identify potentially relevant technologi•• in 
other induatriea or under aoientific development. 
3. Determine the aoat likely path ot change ot kay 
technologies. 
4. Determine which technologies and potential 
technological changes are moat significant tor 
competitive advantage and industry structure. 
) 
5. Assess t~ firm's relative capabilities in important te~&hnologies and the cost of llaking 
improvements. 
6. Select a technology strategy encompassing all important technologies t.hat reinforces the firm's 
overall competitive strategy. 
TECHNOLOGY MAP 
A technology map is a tool used to identify the areas of 
rapid technological changes. Its foundation is based on the 
concept of market pull (ideas that seek new technology) and 
technology push (technology that ,seeks applications). A 
technology map can be drawn as suggested:[3, 96-97) 
1. Classify changing technology into (a)components, (b) devices, (c) process, (d) systems, (e) 
materials and resources, and (f) services. 
2. Identify changes being pushed by advances in 
technological opportunities and changes being 
pulled by market needs. 
Figure XX illustrates a technology map worksheet. 
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FiCJUr• XX 
Technology Kap 
-----------------------------~~----------------------------COIIPONEH'l'S 
-----------------------------------------------------------TECHNOLOGY PUSH: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MARKET PULL: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-----------------------------------------------------------DEVICES 
-----------------------------------------------------------TECHNOLOGY PUSH: 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MARKET PULL: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-----------------------------------------------------------PROCESSES 
-----------------------------------------------------------TECHNOLOGY PUSH: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MARKET PULL: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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SYITDS 
----------~-~~--~----------------------------~--~-----~----TICHHOIDGY PUSH: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MARKET PULL: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-----------------------------------------------------------RESOURCES 
-----------------------------------------------------------TECHNOLOGY PUSH: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
MARKET PULL: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-----------------------------------------------------------
MANUFACTURING STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 
The s-curve anticipates technological changes effectively. 
As shown in Figure 12 of Appendix A, the s-c~rve plots 
technology performance over time, showing first an 
exponential growth rate, then 1 inear, and at the end 
leveled off. This information can be utilized to forecast 
manufacturing technological changes and to improve the 
decision making concerning equipment baaed on new 
technology. 
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The life cycles of process and product technology are also a 
tool which can make a valuable contribution to manufacturing 
planning. Figure XXI contrasts the product and process 
technology life cycles, which are based on the S-curve. This 
tool provides insights into what technology to develop, how 
to manage the transition from one technology to another, and 
how to prepare the firm for technological changes. 
Figure XXI 
Product vs. Process Life cycle 
PRODUCT 
INNOVATION 
PROCESS 
INNOVATION 
PRODUCT MARKET 
INTRODUCTION GROWTH 
I .. 
MECHANIZATION 
MARKET 
MATURITY 
OF UNCERTAIN 
DURATION 
TIME----•~ 
VERY 
FLEXIBLE 
PROCESSES 
PARTIALLY 
FLEXIBLE 
BATCH 
PROCESSES 
DEDICATED 
BUT INFLEXIBLE 
PROCESSES 
PRODUCT _________________________________________ _._. 
COST HIGH LOW 
Adapted from [30, 7] 
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KMJJPACTQRIHG MATRIX 
The manufacturing matrix is a simple tool that can be 
utilized to assess the position ~f manufacturing and 
evaluate the impact of a manufacturing strategy against the 
competition or market requirements. To conatruct the 
manufacturing matrix: 
1. Review the list of factors of vital importance 
for manufacturing success under the factor column 
in Figure XXII. 
2. Rate the importance of each factor from 1 to 10 (1 being the worst). 
3. Rate the strength as above. 
4. Multiply the importance column by the strength 
column, and enter the result under overall score. 
5. Sum the overall column. 
6. Calculate the maximum possible score. 
7. Calculate the percentage score. 
8. Do steps 1 through 7 on Figure XXIII. 
The result is entered in the Manufacturing Position Matrix 
in Figure XXIV. 
Figure XXII 
Manufacturing Position Quantifier 
-----------------------------------------------------------Factor Importance Strength overall Score 
-----------------------------------------------------------Quality Level 
customer Services 
Flexibility 
Responsiveness 
Effectiveness 
Integration 
Cost 
-----------------------------------------------------------Total Score 
MaxiaWI Possible Score 
Percentage Score 
--~~-------------------------------------------------------
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Figure XXIII 
Market Requir81lent Quantifier 
-----------------------------------------------------------Factor Importance Strength overall Score 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Worldwide Competition 
Product Life Cycle 
cuatomer Complexity 
Variety 
Market Segments 
Technology 
-----------------------------------------------------------Total Score 
Maximum Possible Score 
Percentage Score 
Market 
Requirements 
Figure XXIV 
Manufacturing Position Matrix 
100% 
50% 
25% 
Strong Average Weak 
I 
I Attractive 
----- ---- ____ I 
I 
!Average 
---- --- ___ I 
I 
!Unattractive 
----- --~- -----' 100% 50% 25% 
Manufacturing Position 
The effectiveness of this matrix will depend on the user's 
experience with it. The most appropriate task is the 
evaluation of all of the firm's competitors using the same 
factors and comparing them against the firm's position. 
The strategic planning tools reviewed in this section aid 
manufacturing leaders in positioning manufacturing 
competitively. These tools can be easily computerized 
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retrieving aoat of the infonaation they require 
manufacturing database. 
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6,0 SUMMARY MD CONCLUSION 
The American industrial position, in this world economy, 
I 
lags behind other industrialized countries and is still 
being challenged by new developing countries. The world 
economy is characterized by increased global competition, 
rapid technological changes, and an entrepreneurial 
movement. Products must comply with global standards in 
quality, design, availability, and cost. Information 
technology has changed the way of doing business generating 
a great deal of innovations in material, product, and 
process technology. And, these innovations have encouraged 
businesses and individuals to look for opportunities in 
these changes. 
Manufacturing managers have failed to recognize and 
understand today's business environment. Instead, using the 
tools that worked well in the past, most of them have 
attacked the problem by increasingly investing in new 
manufacturing technology which under these conditions has 
provided little relief to the American global 
competitiveness problem. The main problem arises from the 
fact that the manufacturing technology available in the 
market place offers the potential to solve the American 
industrial quandaries, but so far, its utilization has not 
done so. 
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Thi• thaai~ deals with the queations: Why has manufacturing 
failed to solve its problems? What are the problems? and, 
what can be done about them? In answering these questions, 
the author does the following: 
1. assess the currant manufacturing environment. 
2. Provide a general overview of the major 
production developments from the 20s to nowadays. 
3. Detail the concepts of modern manufacturing 
technologies and business approaches. 
4. Examine the perplexities affecting manufacturing 
and the main changes required to face global 
competition. 
5. Provide tools and methods which guide the 
positioning of manufacturing in order to gain 
competitive advantage. 
The findings of this thesis come from a survey of the 
primary research of distinguished scholars and practitioners 
in the field. It draws conclusions from many separate 
studies considering multiple questions and issues affecting 
manufacturing. 
The section dealing with today's manufacturing outlook 
presents the industrial evolution. During the 20s and 40s, 
the main focus of manufacturing was mass production based on 
economies of scale benefits. In the 50s the focus broadened 
to consider marketing strategies, product development, 
product management, and advertising. These activities 
controlled the decision making for most of the issues in 
manufacturing. In the 60s the attention shifted to financial 
controls which promoted the cost reduction programs of the 
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70a. During th••• ti••• productivity and labor efficiency 
controlled the direction of •anufacturing. In the SO• 
coapatition now demands a balance between efficiency and 
aftectiveness. 
The need to become more effective and competitive, and the 
availability of technological innovations made modern 
manutacturing systems possible. Manufacturing technologies 
range from stand-alone to integrated systems with 
engineering, manufacturing, and business applications. These 
technologies present a potential solution to the American 
challenges, but they have not been managed or utilized 
effectively. 
The main obstacles confronted by manufacturing result from: 
the lack of a strategic planning perspective, the short-term 
decision and investment framework, and the poor rewarding 
systems of top manufacturing managers. With respect to the 
strategic perspective, the manufacturing role has been a 
passive and reactive one lacking a strategy consistent 
with the organization's objectives. Manufacturing officials 
have failed to recognize where the opportunities for 
competitive advantages exist today and in the future. The 
focus tends to be on the operational issues instead of the 
strategic ones. Most of these perplexities result from the 
inadequate planning skills existing in manufacturing. And 
worse yet, corporate strategies fail to incorporate 
manufacturing in the firm's strategic picture as an active 
130 
contributor to coapetitivene••· Thi• raault• becau .. of the 
lack of aanufacturing experience of executive• and 
atratagiata, and top •anagament'• perception of 
manufacturing as a productivity machine rather than a 
strategic contributor. Corporate officials and manufacturing 
managers believe that manufacturing problems result from 
labor and technical matters and that the solution is their 
elimination by automation. This reflects the poor planning 
skills and lack of strategic perspective of manufacturing 
leaders. Manufacturing technology is not considered a 
resource that can provide compati ti ve advantage, and 
.-
automation is employed to automata the problems of the firm 
without first simplifying and making manufacturing truly 
operational. 
The obstacles resulting from the decision and investment 
framework under which manufacturing operates has its origin 
in the short-term focus of financial policies. Most 
financial policies ignore long-term objectives and encourage 
manufacturing to maximize labor and equipment efficiency at 
the expense of effectiveness. Productivity measurement tools 
are based on operational labor savings, hurdle rate, fast 
payback period, and economies of scale benefits. They 
overlook the strategic importance of manufacturing and its 
technologies. 
As a result of the short-term financial policies, 
manufacturing performance is evaluated based on 
accomplishments congruent with financial policies,;,.'.z,auch as 
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aonthly or quarterly aanufacturin9 variancea. In~ernal 
••••ur•• without connection to the competitive poaition of 
the organization become the main indicator of aanufacturing 
performance, and they are the basis for rewarding top 
management performance. 
The •anufacturing operational struggles emerge from the 
assumptions and characteristics of the economies of scale 
concept which emphasizes efficiency and centralization. 
These principles do not address the characteristics and 
requirements of today's marketplace. 
Manufacturing must become an active contributor to the 
strategic and competitive position of the firm, but this 
requires managers to change the traditional perception of 
manufacturing and the way of running it. These changes 
demand the development of competitive manufacturing 
strategies consistent with business objectives. It prompts 
manufacturing managers to be leaders of change. They need 
to think strategically about manufacturing taking into 
consideration the true manufacturing scope which includes 
suppliers, design, production, distribution, and customers. 
Changes must be perceived as an opportunity rather than a 
threat, and strategic technological v~sion must be spread 
throughout the entire organization. 
Manufacturing managers decisions must be: intuitive, 
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conceptual, long-tera oriented, anticipatory, and ri•k-
taking. The decision• should •upport the fira'• coapatitive 
buaineaa objectives. Thay ahould take into consideration 
the integration of all manufacturing functional areas. 
Decisions concerning performance evaluation need to 
incorporate rewards based on external measures and the 
contribution to achieving business objectives. 
At the operational level, the simplification of the 
production floor is mandatory before the introduction of 
modern manufacturing technologies, if they are going to 
close the competitive gap. Modern manufacturing technologies 
offer economies of scope benefits which address today's 
market requirements. 
The strategic planning methods for competitive 
manufacturing, presented in this thesis, help manufacturing 
managers acquire a strategic advantage over the competition. 
As can be noted, the problems and changes affecting 
manufacturing deal directly with the internal and external 
forces influencing manufacturing. These tools have been 
designed taking into consideration all of the forces 
affecting manufacturing. 
The decline of American industry competitiveness will 
continue until the leaders of manufacturing understand the 
complexities of today's business environment, and make their 
decisions recognizing the impact on the business system as a 
whole. This requires focusing on the strategic usage of 
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aanufacturing reaourcea: huaan, technological, and aaterial. 
The utilization ot th• atrategic tool• offered in ~hi• 
theai• can guide manufacturing aanager• toward gaining a 
competitive advantage with their resources. 
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